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GROTHENDIECK–HODGE CONJECTURES ∗

Abstract. An international school on Hodge theory took place at the CIRM in Trento, Italy,
from 31 August to 4 September 2009. This paper is based on the mini-course of five lectures
by Claire Voisin, one of which was given each day and accompanied by a lecture by Eduard
Looijenga.

Its main topics are a review of the rational Hodge conjecture,including the construction
of cycle classes in various cohomology theories, a review of Hodge loci, absolute Hodge
classes, and some recent results on fields of definition of Hodge loci.

The article continues with the statement of the generalized Hodge conjecture, involving
the coniveau of Hodge substructures. Later sections stressthe importance of the generalized
Hodge conjecture in the context of algebraic cycles, and discuss its relationship with the
generalized Bloch conjecture and the nilpotence conjecture.
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to unify the various topics by section, so the generalized Hodge conjecture does not
make an appearance before Section 3, and the nilpotence conjecture is the first topic of
Section 5.

This article is based on both notes taken by Simon Salamon anda LATEX file by
Maxim Leyenson inspired by the course. The material was edited by Alberto Collino
and the lecturer, who also benefitted from the help of Christian Schnell. Relative to
the lectures themselves it contains a little additional (and, hopefully, relevant) material,
though the scope of this is for the main part limited to extra remarks or examples.
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1. Introduction to the Hodge conjecture

The Hodge conjecture for a smooth complex projective variety concerns the possible
realization of certain cohomology classes by rational combinations of cycles arising
from subvarieties. It fails in more general contexts, so oneneeds to address the question

“what special features do we have in algebraic geometry?”

In order to explain this, we begin with a summary of cohomology theories.

Betti cohomology has an integral structure, whereas algebraic de Rham coho-
mology has another structure depending on the field of definition. We shall construct
the cycle class associated to a subvariety in both theories,and compare the results. The
section concludes with a discussion of the Hodge conjectureand related conjectures.

1.1. Cohomology theories

Let X be a smooth complex projective manifold. It comes equipped with both the
classical (Euclidean) topology and also the Zariski topology. We shall writeXcl, XZar

whenever we need to emphasize one of the respective topologies, whereasXan will
indicateX as a complex manifold equipped with the sheaf of holomorphicfunctions.
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Against this background, we shall start with an informal review of several cohomology
theories.

Regarding the classical topology ofX, there are the so-called Betti cohomology
groups

(1) Hk(X, Z)B :=Hk(Xcl, Z),

defined by means of an acyclic resolution of the constant sheaf with stalk Z on Xcl,
such as that provided by singular orČech cochains inX. These groups can be defined
for various coefficients, includingR andC. Over the real field, these groups can also
be computed as the de Rham cohomology group

HkdR(Xcl, R)

of closedk-forms onXcl modulo exact ones. One uses for this the fine Poincaré reso-
lution of the constant sheaf with stalkR onXcl given by the de Rham complex, which
is made of the sheaves of smooth real-valued differential forms linked by exterior dif-
ferentiationd.

The above spaces do not of course depend on the complex-analytic structure
of X, but only on the underlying differentiable manifold. On theother hand, one can
define the Dolbeault cohomology groups

Hp,q(Xan) =Hq(Xan, Ωpan)

as theČech cohomology groups of the sheafΩpan of holomorphicp-forms onX. As
it is well known, they can be computed via the Dolbeault resolution, which gives the
formula

(2) Hp,q(Xan) =
∂̄-closed(p,q)-forms

∂̄-exact(p,q)-forms

formed from the Dolbeault complex of smooth forms of type(p,q) with p fixed.

Hodge structures

On any complex manifold, theFrölicher spectral sequenceestablishes a link between
the Dolbeault groups

E
p,q
1 =Hp,q(Xan)

and ordinary de Rham cohomology. This spectral sequence is obtained using the fact
that the holomorphic de Rham complex(Ω•

Xan,d) is a resolution of constant sheafC on
Xcl. (This is the so-called holomorphic Poincaré lemma.) We have thus an isomorphism
betweenHk(X,C)B and the hypercohomologyHk(Xcl,Ω

•
Xan). The Frölicher spectral

sequence is associated to the naïve filtration

Fl(Ω•
Xan) =Ω

•>l
Xan

on the complex(Ω•
Xan,d).
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This filtration induces a decreasing filtrationFlHk(X,C)B on the cohomology
of any complex manifoldX. It is called the Hodge filtration only in the case whereX
is projective, because it has particular properties in thiscase.

The classical Hodge theory of harmonic forms shows that on a projective man-
ifold X this “Hodge to de Rham” spectral sequence degenerates at theE1 stage. To
explain this, one first represents each class in the space (2)by a ∂̄-harmonic(p,q)-
formω such that

0= ∆∂̄ω= (∂̄∂̄∗+ ∂̄∗∂̄)ω.

But X is a Kähler manifold, and thē∂-Laplace operator is known to be proportional to
d-Laplace operator (see, for example, [15, chapter 0], [36, 6.1.2]). Thus

∆dω= (dd∗+d∗d)ω= 0,

which implies thatdω= 0= d∗ω, and in particularω is d-closed.

It now follows thatd1 : E
p,q
1 → E

p+1,q
1 vanishes, as do all higher differentials.

We also deduce from the comparison of the Laplacians the Hodge decomposition

(3) Hk(X, C)B =
⊕

p+q=k

Hp,q(Xan),

expressing the ordinary Betti groups as a direct sum of the Dolbeault groups (2). Note
that, conversely, (3) implies the degeneracy atE1 because we have

∑

p,q

dimEp,q∞ = dimHp+q(X, C) =
∑

p,q

dimEp,q1 ,

whenceEp,q∞ = E
p,q
1 . Note also that, under the above decomposition, we have the

following formula for the Hodge filtration:

(4) FlHk(X, C) =Hk,0(Xan)⊕·· ·⊕Hl,k−l(Xan) =
⊕

p>l

Hp,k−l(Xan).

The degeneracy of the Frölicher spectral sequence atE1 implies that the Hodge
filtration has

GrpFH
p+q(X,C) ∼=Hp,q(Xan)

as associated graded pieces, but it is not sufficient to provide the Hodge decomposition
(3), if we define the spaceHp,q(Xan) ⊂ Hp+q(X, C) as the space of those de Rham
cohomology classes that are representable by a closed form of type (p,q). The case of
Hopf surfaces provides a counterexample.

With the definition above of the spaceHp,q(Xan)⊂Hp+q(X, C)B, it is obvious
that theHodge symmetryproperty

(5) Hp,q(Xan) =Hq,p(Xan)

holds, because the complex conjugate of a closed form of type(p,q) is a closed form
of type(q,p).
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There is a natural pairing on rational cohomology

(6) Hk(X,Q)B ⊗H2n−k(X,Q)B→Q

defined by cup product, wheren= dimCX. This gives the Poincaré duality

Hk(X,Q) ∼=H2n−k(X,Q)∗,

which is compatible the respective Hodge structures, in thesense thatHp,q(Xan) pairs
in a non trivial way only withHn−p,n−q(Xan). Indeed, after tensoring withC, the
pairing (6) can be computed in de Rham cohomology by integration:

[ω]⊗ [η] 7→
∫

X

ω∧η;

hereω,η are closed differential forms, and the wedge product of(p,q)-form and a
(p ′,q ′)-form withp+p ′+q+q ′ = 2dimX is nonzero only ifp ′ = n−p, q ′ = n−q.

On the other hand, the Poincaré pairing (6) is perfect, and itfollows from
the above that it induces a perfect pairing betweenHp,q(Xan) ∼= Hq(X, Ωp) and
Hn−p,n−q(Xan) ∼=Hn−q(X, Ωn−p) : This pairing is in fact Serre’s pairing.

We conclude this section by introducing the crucial notion of
Hodge class: Starting from the rational vector spaceHk(X,Q), one can consider
Hk(X, C) = Hk(X,Q)⊗C. The decomposition (3), together with the symmetry (5),
then defines what is called aHodge structure of weightk.

DEFINITION 1. A Hodge class of degree2k onX is an elementα in the space

Hdg2k(X) =H2k(X,Q)B ∩Hk,k(X).

We can give another formula for Hodge classes that is better suited for varia-
tional study, namely using the Hodge filtration (4). In fact,we have

(7) α ∈ Hdg2k(X) ⇐⇒ α ∈H2k(X,Q)∩FkH2k(X, C).

Indeed, a classα in FkH2k(X, C) can be decomposed asα = α2k,0+ · · ·+αk,k. If
furthermoreα is rational, hence real, the vanishing ofαp,q for p< k implies by Hodge
symmetry the vanishing ofαp,q for q < k, so thatα= αk,k.

Algebraic de Rham cohomology

On the other hand, ifX is an algebraic variety that is defined over a fieldK of charac-
teristic0, one hasalgebraic de Rham cohomology, whose groups

HkdR(X/K) =H
k(X,Ω•

X/K)

are defined as the hypercohomology of the complex of sheaves of algebraic forms on
X, in the Zariski topology. Recall that, to do this, one definestheOX-module of Kähler
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differentialsΩ1alg as generated by elementsfdg, for f, g ∈ OX, with relationsdα = 0

for α ∈ K and
d(fg) = fdg+gdf.

There is then aK-linear derivationd : OX→Ω1alg, f 7→ df.

SettingΩialg =
∧iΩ1alg, one extendsd so as to obtain the algebraic de Rham

complex

(8) 0→ OX→Ω1alg→ · · · →Ωnalg→ 0

wheren= dimKX. We shall often writeΩX/K in place ofΩalg to emphasize the base
field.

DEFINITION 2. The algebraic de Rham groupHkdR(X/K) is theK vector space
equal to the hypercohomologyHk(X,Ω•

X/K) of the complex(8).

By a base change fromK to C, we obtain the algebraic de Rham cohomology groups
HkdR(X/C) with complex coefficients.

REMARK 1. The complex-valued cohomology groups

HkdR(X
an, C) =Hk(Xan, Ω•

an)

provide a bridge between the Betti and algebraic de Rham theories outlined above.
They are computed as the hypercohomology of the de Rham complex of holomorphic
differential forms onX. This is a subcomplex of the ordinary smooth de Rham complex
with complex coefficients, and the embedding is a quasi-isomorphism.

Serre’s GAGA gives an equivalence between the categories ofanalytic and alge-
braic coherent sheaves for the projective varietyX, which induces an isomorphism on
H0, hence on all the cohomology groupsHi [27]. It also results in a comparison the-
orem, due to Grothendieck (who also proved a similar statement in the non-projective
case), for the two hypercohomology groups

Hq(XZar, Ω
•
alg)

∼=Hq(Xan, Ω•
an).

We have seen that the Frölicher spectral sequence ofXan is associated to the naïve filtra-
tion of the holomorphic de Rham complexΩ•

an onXan. There is an analogous spectral
sequence for algebraic de Rham cohomology starting fromE

p,q
1 = Hq(XZar, Ω

p
alg).

However, the spectral sequences for the algebraic and analytic de Rham cohomology
coincide at theE1 level by GAGA, hence at any level. It follows that the Frölicher
spectral sequence for the algebraic de Rham complex is also degenerate at theE1 level.
Another (algebraic) proof of this result has been given by Deligne and Illusie [11].

1.2. Construction of cycle classes

Given a subvarietyZ in a smooth complex algebraic varietyX, we want to define
the cycle class[Z] in the cohomology groups ofX, for various cohomology theories.
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We shall define cycle classes in Betti cohomology first. IfZ is smooth, there is no
difficulty. Otherwise, one method is to pass in some way to a smooth variety and use
Poincaré duality. LetZ be a reduced irreducible subvariety of codimensionk in X. By
Hironaka’s theorem, there is a desingularization

ĩ : Z̃−→ Z⊂ X

of Z, and we may consider

H2n−2k(X,Q)B
ĩ∗−→H2n−2k(Z̃,Q)B

∼=−→Q.

With the help of Poincaré duality, the composition determines a class

β ∈H2n−2k(X,Q)∗B ∼=H2k(X,Q)B.

Thisβ vanishes onHp
′,q ′

if (p ′,q ′) 6= (n−k,n−k), so

β ∈Hk,k(Xan).

This is the rationalBetti cycle classof Z.

An important point is the fact thatBetti cycle classes are Hodge classes. Indeed,
they are rational, and we just proved that they are also of type (k,k).

REMARK 2. An alternative approach (avoiding desingularizations)is to con-
struct the fundamental homology class ofZ as a singular homology class, by choosing
a triangulation ofZ. For example, any closed analytic subset has a triangulation subor-
dinate to the equisingular stratification. Let SingZ denote the subvariety consisting of
singular points ofZ, andU= Z\SingZ the smooth locus ofZ. Since SingZ has real
codimension at least2 in Z andU is a complex manifold of dimensionn−k, hence
a real oriented manifold of dimension2n− 2k, there is a fundamental class[Z]fund ∈
H2n−2k(Z, Z), which provides a homology classi∗[Z]fund∈H2n−2k(X, Z). The am-
bient spaceX is smooth compact oriented, so this time we can apply the Poincaré
isomorphism

H2n−2k(X, Z)
∼=−→H2k(X, Z)B

to i∗[Z]fund to obtain theintegralcycle class[Z]B ∈H2k(X, Z)B in cohomology.

To construct the cohomology class[Z]dR in algebraic de Rham cohomology,
we start with the subsheafΩk,calg of closed forms of degreek over a fieldK. This maps
naturally to the truncated complex

0→Ωkalg→ · · · →Ωnalg→ 0,

itself a subcomplex of the full de Rham complex. In this way, we get

Hl(X, Ωk,calg ) −→ Hl+k(X, Ω•>k
alg ) = FkHl+k(X, Ω•

alg)y

Hk+ldR (X/K) =Hk+l(X, Ω•
alg).
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We now give Bloch’s construction, which works for an arbitrary locally com-
plete intersectionZ in X [4, Paragraph 5]. LetZ be a subvariety of codimensionk in
X, both defined over a fieldK, and consider the inclusions

(9) Z
i→֒ X

j←֓ Z\X.

Choose an open setU ⊂ X such that the subsetU∩Z of U is defined byk equations
f1, . . . , fk. ThenW =U\ (U∩Z) is covered byU1, . . . ,Uk whereUi is the subset for
which fi 6= 0. Consider the closed differential form

ωU =
df1

f1
∧ · · ·∧ dfk

fk
∈Ωk,calg (U1∩·· ·∩Uk).

This determines ǎCech class of degreek−1 for the sheafΩk,cX/K restricted toW, and
so a class in

Hk−1(W, Ωk,cX/K)→H2k−1(W, Ω•>k
X/K

)→H2kZ∩U(U, Ω
•>k
X/K

),

and the result on the right is in fact independent of the choice of fi’s.

We can glue these locally defined classes to get a global section

γ ∈H0(X,H2kZ (Ω
•>k
X/K

))
∼=←−H2kZ (X,Ω

•>k
X/K

).

On the left,H2kZ ( ·) is the sheaf of local cohomology groups with support onZ [17],
and the isomorphism follows from the local to global spectral sequence, and the fact
thatHiZ(Ω

•>k
X/K

) vanishes fori6 2k−1. Using the natural maps

H2kZ (X,Ω
•>k
X/K

)→H2k(X,Ω•>k
X/K

)→H2k(X,Ω•
X/K),

we therefore end up with a well-defined class inH2kdR(X/K), by definition of thisK -
vector space of finite dimension. This is thealgebraic de Rham cycle classof Z,
denoted by[Z]dR.

REMARK 3. Given a smooth algebraic varietyX and a smooth subvarietyZ in
X of codimensionk, Grothendieck constructed the cycle class ofZ in the cohomology
Hk(XZar,Ω

k
X/K). Bloch’s construction gives a class in

FkH2kdR(X/K) =H
2k(X,Ω

•>k
X/K

),

while the Grothendieck class is its image in the last quotient of this space for the Hodge
filtration.

For the sequel, we shall stick to our algebraic constructionof the cycle class
[Z]dR because we want to exploit the fact that ifX andZ are defined over a subfieldK
of C, so is[Z]dR. This is crucial for the prediction concerning the fields of definition
of the locus of Hodge classes [33, 39]. In the next subsection, we shall compare[Z]dR

with the topological cycle class, and discuss further the first Chern class.
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1.3. The comparison theorem

Assume thatK is a subfield ofC, soX/K extends to the complex varietyX/C, and
ΩX/C =ΩX/K⊗KC. It follows that each complex algebraic de Rham cohomology
group

HldR(X/C) =H
l
dR(X/K)⊗KC=Hl(X/C, Ω•

X/C)

has a “K-structure”.

Since(ΩX/C)
an=Ωan, we have by GAGA, as already noticed,

Hl(XC, Ω
•
X/C)

∼=Hl(Xan, Ω•
an).

AsΩ•
an is a resolution in the usual topology of the constant sheafC (this is called the

holomorphic Poincaré resolution [36, 8.2.1]), we have

Hl(Xan, Ω•
an) =H

l(Xcl, C) =:Hl(X, C)B.

By way of conclusion,

THEOREM 1. We have

HldR(X/K)⊗KC ∼= Hl(Xcl,Q)B ⊗C.

There is, however, no obvious relation between theK-structure on the left and the
rational structure on the right.

Suppose thatLan→ Xan is a holomorphic line bundle. In the Betti theory,

c1(L
an) ∈H2(X, Z)B

is defined using the exponential sequence

0→ Z→ OX→ O∗
X→ 0,

and the resulting long exact sequence

(10) · · ·→ H1(Xan, O)→H1(Xan, O∗)
δ−→H2(Xan, Z)→H2(Xan, O)→ · · · .

The transition functions ofL define aČech class inH1(Xan,O∗) and one applies the
coboundary homomorphismδ to computec1(Lan).

Now suppose thatD =
∑
niDi is the divisor associated to a meromorphic

section of a holomorphic line bundleL.

THEOREM 2 (Lelong formula).c1(Lan) =
∑
ni[Di]B.

This is [36, Theorem 11.33], whose proof we sketch only briefly.
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Proof. By considering the components ofD and by using resolution of singularities,
one reduces to the case in whichD = Di is smooth and connected. NowL is trivial
overX\D, so in the long exact sequence

· · ·→H2(X,X\D, Z)→H2(X, Z)→H2(X\D, Z)→ · · ·

c1(L) lies in the image of the first space that, by the Thom isomorphism is equal to
H0(D, Z) = Z. It can be shown that[D]B is in fact the image of the unit class in
H0(D, Z), soc1(L) must be anintegral multiple of that. To verify that the multiple is
1, one can use the usual representative

1

2πi
∂∂̄ logh

whereh is a Hermitian metric onL. The proof is based on applying Stokes’ theorem
to a tubular neighbourhood ofD in V.

In the algebraic de Rham theory of the line bundleL→X, we take a Zariski open
cover{Uij} and defineL by transition functionsgij ∈ O∗

Uij
. Applying the mapping

d log: g 7→ dg

g

gives us aČech1-cocycle{dgij/gij} of algebraically closed 1-forms overK, relative
to this open cover. This defines a class in

H1(XZar, O
∗)→H1(XZar,Ω

1,c
X/K)→H2dR(X/K)

whose image we denotec1(L)dR.

The analogue
c1(L)dR = [D]alg

of Lelong’s formula holds; this is immediate from the explicit Bloch construction of
the cycle class ofD.

Let us now compare the first Chern classes ofL in both theories. Using the
isomorphism

H2(X, C)B ∼=H2(Xan,Ω•
Xan),

theČech representative of the Betti classc1(L)B is given by the1-cocycle
{
1

2πi

dgij

gij

}
.

This shows that there is a discrepancy of2πi in the definition of the cycle classes:

c1(L)dR = (2πi)c1(L)B.(11)

We only mentioned above the first Chern class of a line bundle.However, the
results immediately extend to higher Chern classes of vector bundles, using the splitting
principle [13, Section 3.1, 3.2] and the axiomatic definition of Chern classes.

The generalization of (11) is the following:
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THEOREM 3 (Comparison theorem).With respect to Theorem 1, forZ ⊂ X a
closed algebraic subset of codimensionk, we have[Z]dR = (2πi)k [Z]B.

Proof. The point is that this is a local statement. AssumeZ is smooth. LetT be
a tubular neighbourhood ofZ and use the Leray spectral sequence for the mapp :

T → Z to computeH2kZan(T,Q) asH0((R2kp)0∗Q) = H0(Z,Q), where the subscript
0 indicates support on the zero section ofp. Then [Z]B is obtained as the image of
1 ∈H0(Z,Q), via the map

H2kZ (T,Q)→H2kZ (X,Q)→H2k(X,Q).

It is a fact that onCk,

H2k0 (Ck, C) =H2k−1(Ck \ {0}, C) ∼= C,

where the final isomorphism is obtained by taking residues. We can interpret the form

dz1

z1
∧ · · ·∧ dzk

zk

which appeared in the construction of Bloch cycle class as anelement of

Hk−1(Ck \ {0}, Ω•>k
an )→H2k−1(Ck \ {0}, C),

and one can show that it equals(2πi)k times the canonical unit class on the right.

1.4. Statement of the Hodge conjecture

Let X be a smooth projective complex variety. We saw that cycle classes[Z]B are
Hodge classes onX. The Hodge conjecture states the converse:

CONJECTURE1. Any Hodge classα ∈ Hdg2k(X) is a linear combination with
rational coefficients of Betti cycle classes of algebraic subvarieties ofX, so

α=
N∑
i=1

ai [Zi]B, ai ∈Q.

A first observation is that the Hodge conjecture is true fork= 1. This is known
as the Lefschetz theorem on(1,1)-classes, and follows from the exponential sequence
and its associated long exact sequence (10). The spaceH2(Xan, OXan) on the right
is isomorphic toH0,2(Xan), so using (7), any degree2 integral Hodge class is the
image byδ (and thereforec1) of a class inH1(Xan, O∗

Xan). The groupH1(Xan, O∗
Xan)

is the group of holomorphic line bundles, which by GAGA, is isomorphic to the group
Pic(X) of algebraic line bundles. As algebraic line bundles have meromorphic sections,
we conclude using Lelong’s formula (Theorem 2) that the Hodge conjecture is true in
degree2, and even with integral coefficients.
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REMARK 4. Fork > 1, the integral Hodge conjecture is false. One possible
counterexample arises from the following theorem of Kollár[21]:

Suppose thatp is a prime different from 2 or 3, and thatp3 |d. A generic
hypersurfaceX of degreed in P4 does not satisfy the integral Hodge conjecture: there
exists a class inH2,2∩H4(X, Z) that is not algebraic.

More precisely, consider a smooth hypersurfaceX⊂ P4. By Lefschetz’ hyper-
plane restriction theorem [38, 1.2.2], the restrictionri : Hi(P4, Z)→ Hi(X, Z) is an
isomorphism fori = 0,1,2. Denote byh the hyperplane class inH2(P4, Z), and by
hX ∈H2(X, Z) its restriction. AlthoughH4(X, Z) andH6(X, Z) are both isomorphic
toZ, they are not generated by powers ofhX. Letα be a generator ofH4 (with positive
intersection withhX). We must havehX ·α = 1 by Poincaré duality. Since degh3X is
equal tod = degX, we deduce thath2X = dα. In particular the classdα is algebraic.
Kollár’s statement is thatα itself is not algebraic for very generalX. Note that the
algebraicity ofα is equivalent to the existence of a one-cycle

∑
iniCi, of degree1. It

is shown in [30] that the set of points in the moduli space ofX whereα is algebraic is a
countable union of closed algebraic subsets, dense for the usual topology in the moduli
space ofX.

We conclude this section with the “standard conjectures” that were formulated
by Bombieri and Grothendieck [16]. They are in fact particular instances of the Hodge
conjecture.

LetX,Y be projective complex manifolds with dimX= n. Suppose thatk+ l=
2r is even. We apply the Künneth decomposition. Given

α ∈Hk(X,Q)B ⊗Hl(Y,Q)B ⊂H2r(X×Y, Q),

we can, by duality, seeα as an element

α̃ ∈ Hom(H2n−k(X,Q)B, H
l(Y,Q)B).

With this terminology, we have:

LEMMA 1. α is a Hodge class inX×Y if and only ifα̃ is a morphism of Hodge
structures of bidegree(r−n,r−n).

This is [36, Lemma 11.41].

Let X be a smooth complex algebraic variety, and∆ be the diagonal inX×X.
The cycle class[∆] belongs to

H2n(X×X,Q) =
⊕

p

Hom(Hp,Hp),

whereHp =Hp(X,Q)B, and has accordingly a decomposition

[∆] =
∑

δp,
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whereδp stands for the identity map idHp . But each separateδp also provides us
with a Hodge class onX×X, by Lemma 1. The question is whether these classes are
algebraic:

CONJECTURE2 (The Künneth conjecture). For eachp, the class[δ]p is Q-
algebraic, i.e., a combination of cycle classes of subvarieties with rational coefficients.

Grothendieck calls this “Conjecture C”.

REMARK 5. Using Lemma 1, one can also define the Künneth components of
each algebraic cycle class[Z], whereZ ⊂ X× Y. It is easy to prove the following
statement:

If the Künneth conjecture holds for bothX andY, then the Hodge conjecture is
true for each Künneth component of each algebraic cycleZ⊂ X×Y.

LetX be a smooth complex algebraic variety of dimensionn, and let

ℓ= c1(L) ∈H2(X,Q)B

be the first Chern class of a very ample line bundleL onX, so thatL is the pullback of
the hyperplane line bundleO(1) for some embeddingX→ PN. The “hard Lefschetz
theorem” asserts that multiplication byℓn−k is an isomorphism

(12) ℓn−k : Hk(X,Q)→H2n−k(X,Q)

The classℓ has type(1,1), and (12) is in fact a morphism of Hodge structures of
bidegree(n−k,n−k). In this way, we obtain a Hodge class of degree4n− 2k on
X×X, represented by the homology class of the cycle

H1∩·· ·∩Hn−k ⊂ X= ∆⊂ X×X,

where the last inclusion is the diagonal one. Here theHi’s are hypersurfaces in the
linear system|L| meeting transversally. In particular by Lelong’s formula,the class of
Hi is equal toℓ for anyi.

The isomorphism (12) has an inverse

(13) Λn−k : H
2n−k(X,Q)B

∼=→Hk(X,Q)B

which by Lemma 1 provides a Hodge class onX×X of degree2k. The question is
whether this is algebraic. Let us now formulate it in anotherway.

Assume thatk = 2r is even. The groupH2r(X,Q) contains the set ofQ-
algebraic cycles of codimensionr, which Grothendieck denotesCr(X,Q). By defi-
nition, an elementc belongs toH2r(X,Q) if c=

∑
ai[Zi] andai ∈Q.

CONJECTURE3 (The Lefschetz conjecture). The mapping

ℓn−2r : Cr(X,Q)→ Cn−r(X,Q)

is an isomorphism.
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Grothendieck calls this “Conjecture A”; it is the assertionthat ℓn−2r is onto. It is
obviously implied by the algebraicity of the inverse ofℓn−2r introduced in (13).

THEOREM 4. The validity of Conjecture 3 for allr is equivalent to the conjec-
ture that homological equivalence coincides with numerical equivalence.

Numerical equivalence is defined by saying thatZ ∼numZ
′ if and only if [Z−Z ′] · [W] =

0 for all classes[W] with dimW = n−k.

Proof of Theorem 4.First suppose that hom= num. The spacesCr andCn−r are
then dual to each other and thereby have the same dimension. The injective Lefschetz
operator between them must therefore be surjective.

The converse is less straightforward; it requires the Hodge–Riemann relations
[36, 6.3.2]. Suppose that Conjecture 3 holds for allr. It follows that the Lefschetz
decomposition holds on the subspacesCr(X) of algebraic classes. But then, on each
piece of this decomposition, which is orthogonal for the intersection pairing

(z,z ′)ℓ :=
〈
ℓn−r∪z∪z ′, [X]

〉
,

( , )ℓ is non-degenerate. It follows immediately that the morphism

Cr(X,Q)→ Cr(X,Q)/∼num

is injective forr6n. Forr>n, we use the Lefschetz isomorphismℓn−2r :Cr(X,Q) ∼=
Cn−r(X,Q) to get the same conclusion. Hence hom= num.

2. The geometry and arithmetic of Hodge loci

We begin by studying Hodge loci à la Griffiths and then a variant, namely the locus of
Hodge classes as defined by Cattani–Deligne–Kaplan. We thenexamine the structure
of this locus, as predicted by the Hodge conjecture. After that, we discuss absolute
Hodge classes, and formulate a structure statement on the components of this locus.
We will also address partially the following question: for which Hodge classes can the
Hodge conjecture be “reduced” to the Hodge conjecture on varieties overQ?

The main reference is Milne’s notes [12] (see also [33]).

2.1. Hodge locus of a class

Consider a smooth projective morphism

(14) p : X→ B

overC. We may regard the total spaceX as embedded insideB×PN, but we place no
assumptions onB at this stage, merely that it be a complex analytic space or manifold.

Fix a pointo ∈ B and letXo = p−1(o) be the fibero. Consider a Hodge class

α ∈ Hdg2k(Xo) =H
2k(Xo,Q)B ∩Hk,k(Xo),
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and recall that we may replaceHk,k byFkH2k in the intersection. We shall be studying
the theory of the pair(Xo,α), noting thatα must remain locally constant if it is to be
defined overQ. Accordingly, we introduce the sheaf

H2kQ = R2kp∗Q,

whereQ is the constant sheaf with fiberQ overX. Sincep is smooth,H2kQ is aQ-local
system on the baseB. There is an associated holomorphic vector bundle

(15) H2k =H2kQ ⊗OB

over the baseB with fibreH2k(Xt, C)B at the pointt ∈ B. This vector bundle contains
FkH2k as a holomorphic subbundle andH2kQ as the sheaf of locally constant rational
sections (cf. [36, 10.2]).

We can “analytically continue”α along a path in the baseB starting ato, since
the local systemH2kQ is canonically trivialised over such a path. Let us study what
happens over a ballU ⊂ B containing the pointo. SinceU is contractible, there is a
sectioñα∈H0(U, H2kQ ) extendingα, and we writẽαt ∈H2k(Xt,Q)B for eacht∈U.

DEFINITION 3. The set

Uα = {t ∈U : α̃t ∈ FkH2k(Xt)}

of those points inU for whichα̃t is a Hodge class is called theHodge locus ofα.

Recall from (7) that this is equivalent to the fact thatα̃t ∈ Hk,k(Xt), becausẽαt is
rational (hence real).

Now consider the projection

q : H2k→H2k/FkH2k

of holomorphic vector bundles onB. The imageq(α̃) is a section of the quotient
bundle, and its zeroes determine the Hodge locus:

Uα = {t ∈U : q(α̃t) = 0}.

This shows that the locally defined Hodge locusUα is a closed analytic subset, but
is not convenient for globalization due to the presence of monodromy. To define the
Hodge locus globally inB, we could pull back the familyX→ B to the universal cover
B̃ of B, where the local systemH2kQ becomes trivial, take the Hodge locus inB̃, and
then push it down toB.

In search of a better definition, we adopt another point of view by considering
the total space of the holomorphic vector bundle

(16) p : FkH2k→ B

whose points are pairs(t,α) with t∈B andα∈ FkH2k(Xt). We arrive at the definition
of Cattani–Deligne–Kaplan in which the Hodge locus appearsas a subset of the total
spaceH2k rather than of the base:
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DEFINITION 4. The locus of Hodge classes is the subset

Hdg2k = {(t,α) : α ∈ FkH2k(Xt)∩H2k(Xt,Q)}⊂ FkH2k.

Defining the Hodge locus in this way, as a set of rational points in FkH2k, is better
suited to our purposes.

Let us consider further the local structure. Over the contractible subsetU of B,
we can see thatHdg2k is a countable union of analytic subsets. Indeed, overU, there
is a holomorphic trivialization ofH2k ∼=U×H2k(Xo, C). Using this, consider

F : FkH2k →֒H2k→H2k(Xo, C).

Then
α ∈Hdg2k ⇐⇒ F(α) ∈H2k(Xo,Q).

Therefore, overU,
Hdg2k = F−1(H2k(Xo,Q))

is a union of fibers ofF parametrized by the countable setH2k(Xo,Q).
Fix α as before. We can now defineHdg2kα to be the connected component of

Hdg2k passing throughα, andBα = p(Hdg2kα ) its image by (16):

(17)

Hdg2kα ⊂ FkH2k

pα

y p
y

Bα ⊂ B

By construction, the imageBα contains the Hodge locusUα previously defined.

REMARK 6. One could try to define, in place ofBα, a subsetTα ⊂ B that ex-
tendsUα by analytic continuation and parallel transport. However,an abstractTα
obtained in this way is a countable union over all transformsof α under monodromy,
and thus it could be a countable union of closed analytic subsets even locally in the
base. The fact that this situation does not hold, that is the sheets ofTα do not accumu-
late locally, is true essentially due to the fact that monodromy acts in a finite way on
the set of rational classes which remain(k,k)-classes everywhere, see [33].

Now suppose thatp :X→ B is smooth projective, andX,B are quasi-projective
and everything is defined over a fieldK (that only later will necessarily lie inC). By
GAGA, the vector bundle (15) is the analytization of the algebraic vector bundle

R2kpZar
∗ ((Ω•

X/B)alg)

onB overK, defined using the relative algebraic de Rham complex. In a similar man-
ner,FkH2k is obtained as the analytization

R2kpZar
∗ ((Ω

•>k
X/B

)alg).
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The total space of these bundles are thus quasi-projective algebraic varieties.

The structure of the set

(2πi)kHdg2k ⊂ FkH2k

is predicted by Theorem 3 and the Hodge conjecture. Its points should then be pairs
(t, [Zt]dR), where the de Rham class is taken overC and

Zt =

n∑

i=1

aiZi

with ai ∈ Q, andZi is a codimensionk subvariety ofXt. TheZi are parametrized
by suitable relative Hilbert schemes overB. There are countably many choices; fixing
the rational numbersai and the Hilbert polynomials ofZi gives a projective algebraic
varietyM overB defined overK (so its irreducible components are defined overK) pa-
rameterizing(t; Z1, . . . ,Zn): The relative algebraic cycle map gives then a morphism

crel :M −→ FkH2ky
B

(crel is in fact constant along the connected components of the fibres ofM overB).

By the above argument, the Hodge conjecture implies that(2πi)kHdg2k is a
countable union of closed algebraic subsets ofFkH2k defined overK (or a countable
union stable under Gal(K/K) of closed irreducible algebraic subsets ofFkH2k defined
overK).

It was suggested by A. Weil [41] that one could test the Hodge conjecture by
seeing the extent to which the locus of Hodge classes is algebraic. In fact, the best evi-
dence so far for the Hodge conjecture comes from the following deep result of Cattani,
Deligne and Kaplan in [7]:

THEOREM 5. The connected components ofHdg2k are closed algebraic sub-
sets ofFkH2k.

By a theorem of Hironaka,B admits a compactificationB such that the comple-
mentB \B is a divisor with normal crossing. The above theorem is proved by using
Schmid’s nilpotent orbit theorem (see Looijenga’s lectures in this volume or [25]). The
main statement is the fact that the Hodge locus can be extended to the boundary to give
a closed analytic subset inB; one then uses Chow’s theorem saying that closed analytic
subsets of a projective variety are closed algebraic.

Note however that the theorem says nothing about the fields ofdefinition, which
will be discussed in the sequel.
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2.2. Examples from elliptic curves

We discuss the moduli space of elliptic curvesE, and interpret the Hodge locus of a
class inE×E whenE is equipped with complex multiplication. The (coarse) moduli
space of elliptic curves is the affine lineA1. Given an algebraic familyX → B of such
curves there is the classifying mapj : B→ A1 . Consider the case of the Hesse pencil
of cubic curves,X(µ) := x3+y3+ z3− 3µxyz = 0, thenB = (A1− {1,ζ,ζ2}) with
ζ= e2πi/3, andj(µ) = 27µ3(µ3+8)3(µ3−1)−3. We say thatA1 is a coarse moduli
space because there is no universal elliptic curve overA1

(18) E→ A1,

the reason for this is monodromy, as we explain presently. Onthe other hand the
universal curve exists over the moduli space of elliptic curves with some level structure
(the Hesse pencil is when the level is3), and therefore (18) is meaningfulup to passing
to a finite cover ofA1 ; it is with this understanding that occasionally we refer to(18)
in what follows.

The Hodge structure of weight1 on the vector spaceH1(Xt, C) is determined
by theQ-latticeH1(Xt,Q) and the complex lineH0(Xt,Ω1). If we choose a basis
in H1(Xo, Z) for some pointo ∈ A1 (and thus for every other point inA1, since
the latter is contractible), the lineH0(Xt, Ω1) has a well-defined slopeτ, where1,τ
are the periods of the elliptic curveXt. However, it is well known thatτ is merely
an analytic (non-algebraic) function ofj (indeed, the mapH+ → H+/PSL2(Z) is of
infinite degree, whereH+ is the upper half-plane with coordinateτ).

EXAMPLE 1. Consider an elliptic curve

E= C/Λ, Λ= Z+Zτ.

For any integern, multiplication byn gives an isogeny

0→ En→ E
n−→ E→ 0,

whereEn ∼= (Z/n)2. This gives us a ring homomorphismZ→ EndE. Suppose that
this is not surjective, and letγ : E→ E be an element in the cokernel. Thenγ lifts to
C, and is necessarily a homomorphismz 7→wz for some complex numberw. For this
reason,E is said to admitcomplex multiplication1.

Sinceγ preserves the latticeΛ, we have

(19)

{
w ·1= a+bτ
w · τ= c+dτ,

for some integersa,b,c,d. From the exact sequence

0→ kerγ→ E
γ−→ E→ 0,

1The following treatment of this topic is due to A. Levin
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we obtain an exact sequence

0→H1(E, Z)→H1(E, Z)→ kerγ→ 0,

and conclude that kerγ is a group of order∆= ad−bc. From (19),

bτ2+(a−d)τ−c= 0,

so thatτ ∈Q(
√
−∆), where∆= (a−d)2+4bc.

The graphΓ = Γ(w) of multiplication byw is a divisor inS = E1×E2 (we
use subscripts to distinguish between the two copiesE1 = E2 = E). Let (e1,e2) be a
standard basis in the homology groupH1(E1, Z) so that(e1,e1) = (e2,e2) = 0 and
(e1,e2) = 1, and let(f1, f2) be the corresponding basis inH1(E2, Z). Computing
intersection indices, one finds that

(20) [Γ ] = ce1⊗ f1−de1⊗ f2−ae2⊗ f1+be2⊗ f2+e1∧e2+Df1∧ f2

in the second homology group

H2(S, Z) ∼=H1(E1)⊗H1(E2)+H2(E1)⊗H0(E2)+H0(E1)⊗H2(E2).

(In particular, if E has complex multiplication byw = τ with τ2 = −D, then (20)
becomes[Γ ] = −De1⊗ f1+e2⊗ f2+e1∧e2+Df1∧ f2, where∆=−4D.)

Now consider the fibered squareY = E×A1 E of the universal curve (18). It is
a 3-dimensional (non-compact) variety with a projectionp : Y → A1. Let us fix one
particular fiberYo of the mapp, and consider the cycleα ∈H2(Yo, Z) determined by
(20). Then the Hodge locusUα in the baseU=A1 parametrizes elliptic curves which
have a complex multiplication of a given type(a,b,c,d).

It is known that for a given discriminantD, there are finitely many elliptic curves
E1, . . . ,Eh with complex multiplication from the fieldK=Q(

√
−D) [6]. The number

h is equal to the order of the group Cl(K) of the class ideals ofK. (Every such a curve
is of the formC/Λ, whereΛ is a lattice inC and is a projectiveOK-module of rank1,
which gives a one-to-one correspondence between{E1, . . . ,Eh} and the group Cl(K).)
Thej-invariantsjl = j(El) are algebraic numbers all belonging to the same field

K ′ =Q(j1) = · · ·=Q(jh),

an extension ofK of degreeh. The Galois group Gal(K ′/K) ∼= Cl(K) is abelian, and
K ′ is the maximal abelian unramified extension of the fieldK. Thus the Hodge locus
Uα is defined over the fieldK ′, and the Gal(Q/Q) action on this Hodge locus factors
through the class ideal group Cl(K).

2.3. Absolute Hodge classes

In this subsection we introduce a refinement due to Deligne ofthe notion of Hodge
class on smooth complex projective varieties. It takes intoaccount the comparison
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between Betti cohomology and algebraic de Rham cohomology,where the first one is
purely topological, while the second one is algebraic and inparticular is defined over
the same definition field asX.

The group Gal(C/Q) of automorphisms ofC acts coefficient-wise on the ring
of polynomialsC[x0, . . . ,xn]. It takes homogeneous ideals to homogeneous ideals and
therefore determines an actionτ : R 7→ Rτ on the category of graded finitely-generated
rings overC. If X= ProjR andXτ = ProjRτ, τ produces a bijection on complex points
(that is, complex solutions of the defining equations)

X(C)
∼=−→ Xτ(C).

If X is a smooth projective varietyX embedded inPN, then by definitionXτ is obtained
by makingτ act on the coefficients of the equations definingX. However,τ is not
necessarily continuous and, as a consequence,Xcl andXτ,cl may not be homeomorphic
in the classical topology, while they are in the Zariski topology.

On the other hand, the group Gal(C/Q) acts naturally on the modules of Kähler
differentials, inducing a mapΩ1R 7→ Ω1Rτ , which is τ-linear but notC-linear, and a
corresponding action

(21) τdR : H2k(X, Ω
•>k
X/C

)−→H2k(Xτ, Ω
•>k
Xτ/C

)

on algebraic de Rham cohomology. The groups are isomorphic,by the discussion in
Section 1, to the respective Betti cohomology groups and we shall write

(22)
H∗(X, C)B −→ H∗(Xτ, C)B

α 7→ ατ

for the resulting bijection. In particular, this shows (as was noticed by Serre in [27])
thatX andXτ have equal Betti numbers. However, Serre [28] constructed an example
for which their fundamental groups are different!

Despite the equivalence overC, (22) does not preserve theQ-structures of Betti
cohomology. To see this, recall the formula

(23) [Z]dR = (2πi)k [Z]B

of Theorem 3 for a codimensionk-cycle. If Z ⊂ X is defined overQ, it follows from
the construction of the algebraic de Rham cycle class that the class[Z]dR is invariant
by the action of Gal(C/Q) onH2kdR(X/Q):

(24) ([Z]dR)τ = [Z]dR.

It follows then from Theorem 1 thatτ ∈ Gal(C/Q) acts on[Z]B by

([Z]B)τ =
(2πi)k)

τ((2πi)k)
[Z]B.

Hence the left-hand class is not rational in the Betti sense when the coefficient
(2πi)k

τ((2πi)k)
is not inQ.
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WhenX is not defined overQ, the construction of the algebraic de Rham cycle
class still shows immediately that

(25) ([Z]dR)τ = [Zτ]dR.

It follows from (25) that, if the Hodge conjecture is true, thenτ will map

(2πi)kHdg2k(X) = (2πi)kH2k(X,Q)B ∩FkH2k(X)

to (2πi)kHdg2k(Xτ). This motivates the following:

DEFINITION 5 (Deligne [12]). A classα ∈ Hdg2k(X) is calledabsolute Hodge
if the class((2πi)kα)τ belongs to(2πi)kHdg2k(Xτ) for every automorphismτ in
Gal(C/Q).

In other words, the classτ((2πi)
k)

(2πi)k
ατ has to be a Hodge class for anyτ. Note that if

it is rational, the classτ((2πi)
k)

(2πi)k
ατ will automatically be of type(k,k); this follows

because the transport mapτdR in (21) preserves the Hodge filtration, so we already
know thatατ ∈ FkH2k, and we use (7).

REMARK 7. Motivation for the definition comes from the fact that Betti cycle
classes are absolute Hodge by (25). Letting AH2k denote the set of absolute Hodge
classes inH2k, the following inclusions are clear:

{cycle classes}⊆ AH2k ⊆ Hdg2kQ .

The Hodge conjecture is now equivalent to the validity of thetwo statements:

(a) every Hodge class is absolute Hodge, and

(b) every absolute Hodge class is algebraic.

Statement (a) was proved by Deligne for abelian varieties in[12, Theorem 2.11]. It
also holds for the Hodge classes that feature in the standardconjectures at the end of
Section 1.

We next study absolute Hodge classes for a familyp : X→ B defined overQ,
and the fields of definition of the corresponding Hodge loci. (It is always the case that
an interesting varietyX defined overC is included as a fiber in such a family. For
example, the Hilbert scheme of subschemes inPn with a given Poincaré polynomial
and the universal family over it are defined overQ. The Hilbert scheme is not usually
geometrically irreducible soB may be not reducible, but that does not matter. Refer to
[21] for more details.)

Suppose then thatX is a complex projective variety which is a fibre of a family
(14) whereX,B,p are defined overQ (with B not necessarily irreducible). Recall that
Hdg2kα is the connected component of the locus of Hodge classes containingα inside
the holomorphic vector bundleFkH2k.
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To formulate the next proposition, recall that the total space of the locally free
sheafFkH2k is an algebraic variety defined overQ. Moreover, by Theorem 5, it con-
tains(2πi)kHdg2kα as a closedalgebraicsubset Thus Gal(C/Q) acts on the set of its
complex points(t,αt) with αt ∈ FkH2k(Xt, C). Forτ ∈ Gal(C/Q), the action ofτ is
nothing but the map

α ∈ FkH2k(Xt, C) 7→ ατ ∈ FkH2k(Xτ(t), C)

considered previously.

PROPOSITION 1 ([37, Lemma 1.4]).The classα ∈ Hdg2k(X) is absolute
Hodge onXo if and only if

(i) the set(2πi)kHdg2kα is defined overQ;

(ii) for everyτ ∈ Gal(Q/Q), the setτ((2πi)kHdg2kα ) is contained in(2πi)kHdg2k.

Proof. The “if” implication holds by definition of absolute Hodge.

For the converse, we claim firstly that ifα is absolute Hodge, then all theα ′

in Hdg2kα are absolute Hodge. For this statement, we use the algebraicity Theorem 5.
Recalling the picture (17), we obtain a tautological section α̃ of the bundlep∗FkH2k

pulled back toHdg2kα :
Hdgα →֒ FkH2k

pα

y ւ p

Bα

By definition ofHdg2kα , this section isflat relative to theGauss–Maninconnection

∇ : H2k→Ω1B ⊗H2k,

as described in the paper by Katz–Oda [19]. Indeed, it is a Betti rational cohomology
class at any point, hence must be locally constant. Therefore, we have∇α̃= 0.

Now ∇ is algebraic and defined overQ. Therefore, if̃ατ now denotes the section
of p∗α,τF

kH2k on (Hdg2kα )τ deduced from̃α by applyingτ, then we also have

∇α̃τ = 0.

In other wordsα̃τ is also flat, and this implies that if it is(2πi)k times a rational
Betti cohomology class atsomepoint of (Hdg2kα )τ, then it is(2πi)k times a rational
class everywhere. Now,α ∈ H2k(Xt,C)B being absolute Hodge, wheret = pα(α),
it follows thatατ is (2πi)k times a rational class at the pointτ(t) = pα,τ(ατ). This
establishes the claim. The claim tells us that ifα is absolute Hodge, so are all the
classes inHdg2kα . It follows easily, using the local structure ofHdg2kα as a countable
union of closed analytic sets, that each translate((2πi)kHdg2kα )τ in (2πi)kHdg2k is
actually a connected component of the latter. As a consequence, (2πi)kHdg2kα has
only countably many translates under Gal(C/Q), and it follows that it is defined over
Q by the Lemma 2, immediately below. This completes the proof of (i) and (ii).
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LEMMA 2. LetZ be an algebraic variety defined overQ and letZ ′
C ⊂ ZC be

a closed algebraic subset. Assume thatZ ′
C has only countably many Galois translates

underGal(C/Q). ThenZ ′ is defined overQ.

2.4. A weaker notion

LetX be a fiber ofp over a pointo ∈ B:

(26)

X ⊂ Xy
y p

o ∈ B

As before, given a classα ∈ Hdg2k(X), let Hdg2kα be the corresponding connected
component inH2k, andBα = p(Hdg2kα ). Let now look at how Gal(C/Q) acts on the
base.

A simple consequence of what we already explained for theHdg2kα ’s is that, if
the Hodge conjecture is true forX, then

(a)Bα is defined overQ, and

(b) for every elementτ∈ Gal(Q/Q), the variety(Bα)τ is again a componentBγ of the
Hodge locus.

Proposition 1 shows that (a) and (b) together constitute a weaker property than asserting
thatα is an absolute Hodge class.

Assume that we are again in the situation in whichp : X→B is a family defined
overQ, X is the fiber over a pointo ∈ B, andα ∈ Hdg2k(X).

PROPOSITION2 ([37, Proposition 0.5]).If the Hodge locusBα is defined over
Q, then the Hodge conjecture for(X,α) is implied by the validity of the Hodge conjec-
ture for some varietyY defined overQ.

Thus, if the Hodge conjecture is true for varieties defined over Q, and a varietyX
is a fibre in a rational family for which the Hodge loci are defined overQ, then the
Hodge conjecture is also true forX. This proposition leads us to ask: “Under what
circumstances isBα defined overQ?”

Proof. Consider as before the restrictionpα :Hdg2kα →Bα of p : X→B toHdg2kα and
the base-changed familyXα := Hdg2kα ×BX. Note thatpα is étale over the smooth
locus ofBα, though it could be finite-to-one due to monodromy. By further restriction
if necessary, we may assume thatBα is smooth.

SinceBα is defined overQ, being an étale cover of it,Hdg2kα is “abstractly”
defined overQ. Furthermore we already noticed thatα extends naturally to a single-
valued section ˜α of H2k overHdg2kα . LetXα be a smooth compactification ofXα; we
may assume thatXα is also defined overQ.
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Applying the invariant cycle theorem [38, Theorem 4.24], wesee that there is a
cohomology classβ ∈ H2k(Xα,Q) whose restriction toX is equal toα (observe that
X is naturally a fiber ofpα : Xα→ Hdg2kα ). This theorem indeed says that the image
of the restriction map

H2k(Xα,Q)→H2k(X,Q)

coincides with the invariant subspaceH2k(X,Q)π1(B), which contains the classα by
assumption. To complete the proof, we need the semi-simplicity of the category of
polarized Hodge structures [36, Lemma 7.26], which has the following consequence:

PROPOSITION3. Letφ : H→ H ′ be a morphism of Hodge structures of even
weight, whereH is polarized. Letα ∈ Imφ be a Hodge class inH ′. Then there is a
Hodge classβ ∈H such thatφ(β) = α.

It follows from this proposition than there exists aHodge classβ onXα which
restricts toα. Now, if the Hodge conjecture is valid for the pair(Xα,β), which is
defined overQ, thenβ is the class of an algebraic cycle, and so isα = β|X. We have
thus proved that the Hodge conjecture for a variety defined overQ implies the Hodge
conjecture for(X,α).

There is a criterion given in [37] which can ensure that the Hodge locusBα is
actually defined overQ:

THEOREM 6 ([37, Theorem 0.6-2]).In the situation(26), assume that any lo-
cally defined constant subvariation of Hodge structureH2k on Bα is of type(k,k).
ThenBα is defined overQ.

Proof. As in the previous proof, setXα = X×B H̃dg2kα, whereH̃dg
2k

α is a desingu-
larization ofHdg2kα . We have maps

(27) Xα→ H̃dg
2k

α → Bα.

Consider the composition
j : Xt ⊂ Xα ⊂ Xα,

and setα= j∗β whereβ ∈H2k(Xα,Q).

Givens ∈ H̃dg
2k

α , the restriction map

j∗s : H
2k(Xα,Q)−→H2k(Xs,Q)

provides a locally constant Hodge substructure inH2k(Xpα(s),Q). It follows then
from our assumption that Im(j∗s) is a trivial Hodge substructure (meaning, of type
(k,k)). Now letτ ∈ Gal(C/Q). It will suffice to prove that

(Bα)τ = Bα ′
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for someα ′ ∈Hdg2k(X). Indeed, there are countable many such sets, so this will imply
thatBα is defined overQ by Lemma 2.

Now τ acts on everything in the tower (27):

(Xα)τ→ (Hdg2kα )τ→ (Bα)τ.

There is also the inclusionjτ : Xτ →֒ Xα,τ, and the restriction map

j∗τ :H
2k((Xα)τ,Q)B→H2k(Xτ,Q)B.

Now we have the following fact, which is proved by observing that the property under
consideration is purely algebraic and can be checked by looking at the corresponding
restriction map in algebraic de Rham cohomology:

If Im(j∗) is of type(k,k), thenIm(j∗τ) is of type(k,k).

But Im(j∗) = j∗(FkH2k) and Im(j∗τ) containsατ onXτ. “Locally” (Bα)τ is defined
by the condition thatατ ∈ FkH2k. Now replaceατ by any generically chosen

α ′ ∈ j∗τ(H2k(Xα,Q)).
It follows easily that(Bα)τ =Bα ′ (equality here as sets, but not scheme-theoretically),
as required.

Let us give one corollary:

COROLLARY 1. Assume that the Hodge structure onH2k(X,Q)B/Hdg2k(X)
is simple and that the variation of Hodge structure onH2k(Xt,Q)B is maximal (that is,
the Hodge structure does not remain constant on positive-dimensional subsets). Then
for any Hodge classα onX, Hdg2kα is defined overQ.

Soulé asked whether the Hodge conjecture for varieties defined overQ implies
the Hodge conjecture in general. Corollary 1 gives an example of a situation when the
answer to his question is positive.

EXAMPLE 2 (Complex multiplication revisited). Letj : E→ A1 be the univer-
sal elliptic curve, andD> 1 be an integer. It was shown in Subsection 2.2 that the set
TD of pointst ∈ A1 such that the curveEt admits a complex multiplication with dis-
criminantD is a Hodge locus inA1. It is known from class field theory that the order of
TD is equal toh(D), the class number of the fieldQ(

√
−D). The field of definitionK

of each point in the locusTD (and thus ofTD itself) is the maximalunramified abelian
extensionK of the fieldQ(

√
−D), with the degree degK/Q(

√
−D) = h(D) and the

Galois group isomorphic to the group of class ideals Cl(K). Here the baseA1 can be
substituted with any of the modular curvesX(N).

3. The generalized Hodge conjecture

In this section, we shift gear by returning to more obviouslygeometrical applications
of Hodge decompositions.
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We first introduce the concept ofconiveauthat allows one to extend attention to
Hodge classes “surrounding” those of diagonal type. Such Hodge substructures arise
naturally from subvarieties as images of the Gysin map, and the generalized Hodge
conjecture postulates a converse to this process.

3.1. Coniveau and the Gysin sequence

Suppose thatL is a lattice orQ-vector space endowed with a Hodge structure of weight
k, so that

LC =
⊕

p,q>0
p+q=k

Lp,q.

DEFINITION 6. We say that the Hodge structure onL hasconiveaur if Lp,q

vanishes forp < r andq < r butLr,k−r 6= 0, so

LC = Lk−r,r⊕·· ·⊕Lr,k−r.

Note that the direct sum includes the summandLr,r if and only if k = 2r is even. The
figure helps one imagine a Hodge structure of weight 4 and coniveau 1:

Given a Hodge structure of coniveaur, we can define a new Hodge structure
L ′ = L(r) of weightk−2r by setting

(28) (L ′)p,q = Lp+r,q+r, p+q= k−2r,

with the same underlying latticeL. This modification is elementary, but has a deep
motivation, which will come from the study of Gysin morphisms in algebraic geometry.

LetX be a smooth projective variety, andY ⊂X a smooth subvariety of complex
codimensionr. We shall see thatY provides more cohomology classes onX than just
its fundamental class[Y] ∈H2r(X,Q).

Consider the inclusionsi : Y ⊂ X and j : Y \X ⊂ X, as displayed in (9) from
Subsection 1.2. The Gysin exact sequence reads

· · ·→Hk−2r(Y)
i!−→Hk(X)

j∗−→Hk(X\Y)
δ−→Hk−2r+1(Y)→ · · ·

It can be constructed from the exact sequence of the pair(X, X\Y) combined with the
Thom isomorphism

Hk(X, X\Y) ∼=Hk−2r(Y)
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(see [36, Section 7.3.3]). The Gysin mapj! coincides withDX◦i∗◦DY , whereDX,DY
are the Poincaré duality isomorphisms andi∗ : H2n−k(Y)→ H2n−k(X), wheren =

dimX.

Another way to construct the Gysin sequence is via the Leray spectral sequence.
It is more subtle, but applies whenY is singular, which is the context of the next result.

THEOREM 7. LetX be a smooth projective variety, andY ⊂ X a closed alge-
braic subset of codimensionr. The kernel of the map

Hk(X,Q)
j∗−→Hk(X\Y,Q)

is a Hodge substructure ofHk(X,Q) of coniveau at leastr.

Note that some Hodge numbers ofY may be zero, so the coniveau might be strictly
bigger thanr.

Proof. Choose a desingularizationτ : Ỹ → Y, and assume that̃Y has pure complex
dimensionn− r.

We need the fact that morphisms of mixed Hodge structures arestrict for the
weight filtration (cf. [10], [38, 4.3.2]). We already know (via Poincaré duality for open
varieties) that the kernel ofj∗ is the same as the image of

i∗ : H2n−k(Y,Q)→H2n−k(X,Q)
DX
∼= Hk(X,Q).

There is a mixed Hodge structure on both sides. The composition is a morphism of
mixed Hodge structures of bidegree(r,r), with apureHodge structure on the right (cf.
[10]). Thus its image is the same as the image of the map

i∗ : W2n−kH2n−k(Y,Q)→H2n−k(X,Q) ∼=H
k(X,Q).

But by construction, the pure partW2n−kH2n−k(Y,Q) of the mixed Hodge structure
onH2n−k(Y,Q) coincides with the image of the map

τ∗ : H2n−k(Ỹ,Q)→H2n−k(Y,Q).

That concludes the proof, because, applying Poincaré duality on Ỹ, we proved that
Kerj∗ = Im(i ◦τ)∗ : Hk−2r(Ỹ,Q)B→ Hk(X,Q)B and this morphism is a morphism
of Hodge structures of bidegree(r,r).

3.2. Statement of the generalized Hodge conjecture

In his original question, Hodge asked which cohomology classes on a smooth complex
projective varietyX are supported on subvarieties. Theorem 7 provides strong restric-
tions on them. Grothendieck corrected the original formulation in a way which takes
Theorem 7 into account, asking the converse question:
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CONJECTURE4. Suppose thatX is a smooth projective variety defined over
C, and thatL ⊂ Hk(X,Q) is a Hodge substructure of coniveaur. Then there exists
a closed algebraic setY ⊂ X of codimension at leastr such thatL is contained in
ker(j∗ : Hk(X,Q)→Hk(X\Y,Q)) in the notation of (9).

The Hodge conjecture implies the generalized Hodge conjecture in two partic-
ular cases that we consider next. The most obvious occurs when k = 2r. In this case
we haveLC = Lr,r andL consists of Hodge classes. The Hodge conjecture provides
subvarietiesZ1, . . . ,ZN of X all of codimensionr such that

L= 〈[Z1], . . . , [ZN]〉⊗Q.

But thenL vanishes onX\ 〈Z1∪·· ·∪Zn〉, as required.

The next, but more sophisticated, case is that in whichk= 2r+1, so that

(29) LC = Lr,r+1⊕Lr+1,r.

In this case, referring to (28),L ′ = L(−r) is a polarized Hodge structure of weight1.
We get such Hodge structures on the first cohomology groups ofcurves, though not
every Hodge structure of weight1 is actually a Hodge structure of a curve. However,

LEMMA 3. Any polarized Hodge structure of weight1 arises asH1(A,Q) for
some abelian varietyA.

The key point is the existence of a polarization (arising from the intersection form),
but without polarizations, the lemma remains true with “abelian varieties” replaced by
“complex tori”. The lemma is a reformulation of the fact thatthe category of weight1
rational polarized Hodge structures is the same as the category of abelian varieties up
to isogeny (see [36, Section 7.2.2]).

Using this lemma, we shall prove

THEOREM 8. The Hodge conjecture implies Conjecture 4 whenk = 2r+ 1 as
in (29).

Proof. We start with a Hodge substructureL ⊂ H2r+1(X,Q) of coniveaur. It is po-
larized, because the Hodge structure onH2r+1(X,Q) is polarized (note however that
the polarizations are not canonical). There exists then a polarized Hodge structureL ′

of weight1 and a morphismφ : L ′ ∼= L of bidegree(r,r). By Lemma 3 we may assume
L ′ = H1(A,Q) as Hodge structures. Having an abelian varietyA and a morphism of
Hodge structuresH1(A,Q)→H2r+1(X,Q), we can choose a curveC that is a com-
plete intersection of ample hypersurfaces inA. Then, by the Lefschetz theorem on
hyperplane sections [38, 1.2.2], there is a monomorphism

(30) i∗ : H1(A,Q)→H1(C,Q),

which is a morphism of Hodge structures of pure weight1. Since the category of
polarized Hodge structures of weight1 is semisimple, (30) always splits, soH1(A,Q)
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is a direct summand, as a Hodge substructure, ofH1(C,Q). We thus get a morphism
of Hodge structuresψ :H1(C,Q)→H2r+1(X,Q) of bidegree(r,r). By Lemma 1,ψ
determines a Hodge classψ̃ of degree2r+2 onC×X. If the usual Hodge conjecture
is true onC×X, then this class is induced by a cycleZ=

∑
iaiZi onC×X:

ψ̃= [Z] =
∑

ai[Zi], ai ∈Q.

The resulting correspondence induces maps

H1(SuppZ,Q)
p∗1←− H1(C,Q)

∑
i

aip2,i∗ց
y[Z]∗

H2r+1(X,Q)

In truth, one needs to desingularize the componentsZi of Z and to replace SuppZ by⊔
Z̃i. Furthermore, we may assume that allZi have the property that codimp2(Zi) =

r, since otherwiseZi∗ = 0. In that case, it follows that Im([Z]∗) = Imψ = L vanishes
away fromp2(SuppZ), which is of codimensionr. Thus,L satisfies the generalized
Hodge conjecture.

In conclusion, the usual Hodge conjecture for varieties which are products with
a curve implies generalized Hodge conjecture for weightn= 2r+1 and coniveaur. In
order to tackle the general case, a part could be generalizedbut there is an important
missing point, namely, the adequate generalization of Lemma 3. This leads to the
following question:

Given a weightk Hodge structureL⊂Hk(X,Q) of coniveaur, so that

LC = Lk−r⊕·· ·⊕Lr,k−r,

consider the weightk− 2r Hodge structureL ′ = L(−r). Does there exist a smooth
projective varietyY admittingL ′ as a Hodge substructure ofHk−2r(Y,Q)?

3.3. Coniveau1 hypersurfaces

Let X be a smooth hypersurface ofPn of degreed. The Lefschetz theorem gives an
isomorphism

Hk(X,Q)
∼=←−Hk(Pn,Q), k6 n−2.

From this point of view, the only interesting part of the cohomology ofX is the prim-
itive subspaceHn−1(X.Q)0. Let us denote by con(X) the coniveau of the Hodge
structure onHn−1(X)0.

THEOREM 9 (Griffiths, [14]). With the above terminology,

con(X)> r ⇐⇒ n> dr.
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Sketch proof.We refer to [38, 6.1.2] for a complete proof. It is based on Griffiths’
description of the Hodge filtration onHn−1(X)0 for X as above. Griffiths proves that
FkHn−1(X)0 is generated by the residue ResX

PΩ
fn−k

, wheref is the defining equation
of X,Ω is the section (unique up to a scalar) ofKPn(n+1) andP is a polynomial on
Pn satisfying

degP+n+1= d(n−k).

This degree condition guarantees thatPΩ
fn−k

is a meromorphic form onPn with poles
alongX. In any case, we conclude from this degree condition that ifn > dr, andk >
n− r, then degP < 0, soP = 0. HenceFn−rHn−1(X)0 = 0 and thus con(X)> r.

For r= 1, the coniveau assertion amounts to

0=Hn−1,0(X) =H0(X, KX) =H
0(X, O(−n−1+d)).

This means thatX is aFano hypersurface; it is equivalent to the conditiond6 n. The
generalized Hodge conjecture for coniveau1 now says that ifd 6 n thenHn−1(X)0
vanishes away from an algebraic setY ⊂ X of codimension1. In fact,

THEOREM10. The generalized Hodge conjecture is true for coniveau1 hyper-
surfaces.

Proof. We will prove this statement later on for any Fano or rationally connected va-
riety, but here we give an ad hoc proof,assuming the stronger condition thatd < n.
This condition implies that, for allx ∈ X, there exists a lineP1 ⊂ X containingx. This
is true because the set of lines inX through a pointx ∈ X is defined inPn−1 by d
equations, of successive degrees1, . . . ,d. Hence it is nonempty ifn−1> d.

Let F be the set of lines inX, thus a subvariety of Gr2(Cn+1). LetP denote the
incidence variety, consisting of pairs(ℓ,x) with x ∈ X andℓ a line inX containingx:

P

p q
ւ ց

F X

By assumption,q is a surjective map between compact Kähler manifolds, and so
q∗ : H∗(X) →֒ H∗(P) is injective (cf. [36, Lemma 7.28]). Now we have to add the
following argument: Asp : P→ F is aP1-bundle, its cohomology decomposes as

H∗(P) = p∗H∗(F)⊕q∗h∪p∗H∗−2(F),

whereh = c1(OX(1)) (cf. [36, 7.3.3]). In this decomposition, the first term is annihi-
lated byp∗ while p∗ on the second term gives the identity map ofH∗−2(F). If we start
from a primitive cohomology classα onX, it satisfiesh∪α= 0 henceq∗h∪q∗α= 0.
But thenq∗α does not belong to the first termp∗H∗(F) unless it is0. Thus we conclude
that the morphism of Hodge structures
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p∗ ◦q∗ : Hn−1(X)0 →֒Hn−3(F,Q),

is injective as well. Finally, if we chooseF ′ ⊂ F to be an intersection of ample hyper-
surfaces of dimensionn−3, the Lefschetz hyperplane section theorem tells that

Hn−3(F,Q) →֒Hn−3(F ′,Q).

The picture reduces to
P ′

p ′ q ′
ւ ց

F ′ X

inducing the injective morphism of Hodge structures

(p ′)∗ ◦ (q ′)∗ : Hn−1(X)0 →֒Hn−3(F ′),

Dualizing,
(q ′)∗ ◦ (p ′)∗ : Hn−3(F ′,Q)→Hn−1(X)/A,

whereA is the space of algebraic classes arising fromPn. Thus,

Hn−1(X) = Im(q ′)∗+A.

But dimP ′ = n− 3, soq ′(P ′) is a hypersurface inX and Im(q ′)∗ is made of classes
supported on this hypersurface. This completes the proof.

4. Rational equivalence and the Bloch conjecture

At the end of the previous section, we discussed the generalized Hodge conjecture for
coniveau1 hypersurfaces.

In this section, we shall take up another approach that actually works for any
Fano variety (i.e. one for which−K is ample), or more generally any rationally con-
nected varietyX (i.e. one for which any two points can be joined by a chain of ratio-
nal curves). This is the case of course ifX is a unirational variety, that is, rationally
dominated by projective space. However a more appropriate assumption, much less
restrictive geometrically, is that the Chow group CH0(X) be “trivial” (i.e. equal toZ).

4.1. Chow groups

Suppose for simplicity thatX is a smooth projective variety. LetZk(X) denote the
group of algebraic cycles, i.e. the free abelian group with generators closed irreducible
reduced algebraic subsets of dimensionk. Thus a typical element ofZk(X) has the
form

∑N
i=1niZi with ni ∈ Z, Zi ⊂ X closed of dimensionk. An algebraic cycleZ in
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Zk(X) is rationally equivalent to zeroif there exists a smooth varietyW of dimension
k+1, a rational functionf ∈ C(W)∗, and a map

φ :W→ X

such thatZ=φ∗(divf) (taking account only of components of dimensionk), or if Z is
a finite sum of such cycles.

DEFINITION 7. With the above preliminaries,

CHk(X) =
Zk(X)

cycles rationally equivalent to0
.

For cycles of codimension1, the equivalence relation is akin to settingD ∼ 0 whenD
is the divisor of a meromorphic function. In general, two cyclesZ1,Z2 arerationally
equivalentif their difference is rationally equivalent to0 and we writeZ1 ∼ Z2. Thus,
CHk(X) is the group of allk-cycles inX modulo rational equivalence. It is called the
k-th Chow groupof X, and sometimes denotedAk [13, Chapters 1–2].

If X is connected, the natural degree homomorphism CH0(X)→H0(X, Z) = Z
is given by

N∑
i=1

niZi 7→
N∑
i=1

ni.

We shall denote its kernel bỹCH0(X); this is generated by cycles of degree equal to0.
The trivial situation is that in which̃CH0(X) = 0, or equivalently CH0(X) = Z.

If X is rationally connected (or, in particular, rational) thenCH0(X) = Z. To
show that any two pointsx,y are rationally equivalent, we choose a chain of rational
curves connecting them, with marked pointsx = x0, x1, . . . ,xn−1, xn = y such that
xi belongs to the intersection of two curves if0 < i < n. Each curveC has a desin-
gularizationP1→ C⊂ X, andxi−xi−1 is the divisor of a rational function onP1 for
i > 0. Sox is rationally equivalent toy.

If X is smooth projective and we takek = n − 1, then the Chow group
CHn−1(X) coincides with the Picard group Pic(X) consisting of divisors modulo lin-
ear equivalence. In the complex case, we can identify the subgroup Pic0(X) with the
abelian varietyH1(X,OX)/H1(X,Z). The quotient

NS(X) = Pic(X)/Pic0(X)

is the Néron–Severi group ofX, and becomes a subgroup ofH2(X, Z) in the exact
sequence (10). It follows that NS(X) is finitely generated. Much less is known about
the groups CHk(X) for k < n−1.

4.2. Mumford’s approach

Rational equivalence was used extensively by Severi and hisschool in the first half of
the 20th century. The groups CHk were subsequently named after W. L. Chow who
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wrote an important review paper in 1956 explaining the Italian proof of the moving
lemma in Weil’s language. (We refer to Chevalley’s account in [8].)

Mumford proved that ifS is a complex surfaceS with pg(S) > 0 then CH0(S)
is (in an appropriate sense) infinite-dimensional, contradicting assumptions that Severi
had taken for granted. However, Mumford claims to have used Severi’s own methods
to prove this fact, and writes “One must admit that in this case thetechniqueof the
Italians was superior to their vaunted intuition” [22].

Fix a pointpo ∈ S, and consider the mapping

SymdS
ad−→ C̃H0(S),

ξ 7→ [ξ−dpo].

One wants to show that ifpg(S) 6= 0, this fails to be surjective for anyd> 1. The idea
is the following. Having chosen a non-zero(2,0)-formω∈H0(S, Ω2), the symmetric
product SymdS inherits a holomorphic nondegenerate form on a dense open set, and
the restriction of this form to each fiber ofad is zero. The generic fiber dimension is
therefore at most one half that of SymdS, so Im(ad) has dimension at leastd. For
more details, see [38, Section 10.2.2].

For a smooth complex projective surfaceS, we get the following conclusion:

THEOREM 11.

CH0(S) = Z =⇒ q(S) = 0, pg(S) = 0.

Proof. We just explained whypg(S) = 0 under these assumptions. To see also that
q(S) = 0, consider the Albanese variety Alb(S) = Jac3(S). Let Z̃0(S) denote the set of
0-cycles onS of degree0. The induced group morphism̃Z0(S)→ Alb(S) is surjective
(cf. [36, Lemma 12.11]) and factors through rational equivalence, because there are no
non constant rational maps fromP1 to an abelian variety. Hence, if̃CH0(S) = 0 then
Alb(S) is trivial, andq(S) = 0.

The next theorem is the natural generalization of Mumford’stheorem, first due
to Roitman.

THEOREM 12. LetX be a smooth projective variety withCH0(X) = Z. Then
Hk,0(X) = 0 for all k > 0.

By Hodge symmetry, the conclusion is obviously equivalent to asserting that the Hodge
structure ofHk(X,Q) has coniveau at least1. This theorem provided the first known
relationship known between Hodge theory and Chow groups in arbitrary dimensions.

The following stronger statement was proved by Bloch–Srinivas. The refer-
ences are [5] and [38, Chapter 10].

THEOREM13. LetX be a smooth projective variety withCH0(X)=Z. Then the
cohomology ofX in positive degree is supported on an hypersurface ofX. Hence, it has
coniveau>1 and the generalized Hodge conjecture holds forHk(X,Q) in coniveau 1.
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Bloch–Srinivas deduced Theorem 13 from a version of their “decomposition of
the diagonal” argument:

THEOREM 14. LetX be defined overC with CH0(X) = Z. Then, givenp ∈ X,
there exists an integerN such that

Γ :=N
(
∆X−(X× {p})

)
∈ CHn(X×X),(31)

is rationally equivalent to a cycle supported onY×X for some hypersurfaceY ⊂ X.

Let us postpone the proof, and show how this implies Theorem 13.

Proof of Theorem 13.A cycle rationally equivalent to0 is homologous to0, so we get
from (31)

N[∆X−X× {p}] = [Γ ] in H2n(X×X,Q)B.

This element defines a morphism of Hodge structures[Γ ]∗ : H∗(X)→ H∗(X). Take a
desingularization

ĩ : Ỹ→ Y→ X

and lift Γ to Γ̃ supported oñY×X.

Chooseα ∈Hk(X) with k= deg(α)> 1. We need to show thatα maps to zero
in Hk(X\Y,Q).We have

N([∆X]− [X× {p}])∗α= [Γ ]∗α= ĩ∗([Γ̃ ]
∗α).

NowN[∆X]
∗α=Nα; moreover[X× {p}]∗α= 0 sincek> 1. Therefore we get

Nα= ĩ∗([Γ̃ ]∗α, which shows thatα vanishes onX\Y.

Proof of Theorem 14.We give the idea. The assumption CH0 = Z means that, for all
x ∈ X, there exists

φ : C→ X

and a rational functionf ∈ C(C)∗ such thatφ∗(divf) = x− p. Such data(C,φ,x)
are parametrized by countably many algebraic varieties (using either Chow varieties or
Hilbert scheme methods).

SinceX is by hypothesis exhausted by the images (via the third projection) of
these countably many algebraic varieties, a Baire categoryargument then shows that
one can find a generically finite coveringr : X̃→ X of degreeN, a dense Zariski open
setU⊂ X̃ such thatY ′ = X̃\U is a hypersurface iñX, and with the following properties.
First of all, there is a family of curvesΦ : C→ X onX parameterized bỹX, illustrated
by the diagram

C
Φ−→ X

ρ
y

X̃
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Secondly, there existsF ∈ C(C)∗ such that

(ρ,Φ)∗(divF) = (r, id)∗(∆X− X̃×p),

at leastoverU×X. Thus,

(ρ,Φ)∗(divF) = (r, id)∗(∆X− X̃×p)+ Γ ′′,

whereΓ ′′ is supported overY ′×X. Now apply(r, id)∗ and putY = r(Y ′). The left-hand
side being by definition rationally equivalent to0, we get the desired decomposition.
Note that the integerN which appears in this decomposition is the degree of the mapr

above.

Note that the proof above shows more generally (cf. [5]):

THEOREM 15. Suppose thatZ is a closed algebraic subset ofX for which
CH0(X \Z) = 0. Then for someN 6= 0, N∆ is rationally equivalent to the sum of
a cycle supported onY×X for some hypersurfaceY ⊂ X and of a cycle supported on
X×Z.

Theorem 14 is the particular caseZ = {p}. Theorem 15 has many Hodge and cycle
theoretic consequences for which we refer to [5] or [38, Chapter 10].

4.3. Bloch’s conjectures

The following postulates a converse to the generalized Mumford theorem.

CONJECTURE5 (generalized Bloch conjecture). Suppose thatHk,0(X) = 0 for
all k > 0. Then CH0(X) = Z.

A refinement of this conjecture, which is natural in view of Theorem 15, is the
following:

CONJECTURE6 (Generalized Bloch conjecture). Suppose thatHk,0(X) = 0 for
all k > r. Then CH0(X) is supported on a closed algebraic subsetZ of X of dimension
at mostr.

By this, we mean that any point is rationally equivalent to a cycle supported onZ.

Let us consider the case of a smooth surfaceX. Thus we need to prove that
H2,0(X) = H1,0(X) = 0 implies that CH0(X) is trivial. For Conjecture 6, we need to
prove thatH2,0(X) = 0 implies that CH0(X) is supported on a curve. We can appeal to
Kodaira’s classification of surfaces to achieve the result at least for Kodaira dimension
less than2:

If κ(X) = −∞ thenX is ruled over a curveC. As all points in the fibers are rationally
equivalent inX, CH0(X) is supported on any section of the fibrationX→ C.

If κ(X) = 0,1 andq= 0= pg, thenX admits an elliptic fibrationf : X→ B. In general
q equals the genus ofB, so hereB = P1. Suppose first thatf : X→ P1 has a section.
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Then

KX = f∗OP1(−m), m > 0

(see [3, Corollary 5.12.3]), soh0(X,K2) = 0 andX is rational by Castelnuovo’s theo-
rem. A nice argument has been given by Bloch–Kac–Liebermannto complete this case:
If X does not have a section, then the surfaceX ′ = Jac(X/B) has a section and the same
irregularity and geometric genus asX, although the two are not in general isomorphic.
On the other hand, it is an easy lemma that CH0(X) = CH0(X ′), so CH0(X) = Z.

Bloch also gave a generalization of Conjecture 5 for correspondences between
surfaces. We can formulate this as follows.

Let X,X ′ be two surfaces. We make no assumption on the geometric genera
pg,p

′
g or irregularitiesq, q ′. Let

Γ ⊂ X×X ′

be a2-cycle. ThenΓ induces a correspondence

[Γ ]∗ :H2(X ′, Z) → H2(X, Z),
c 7→ p1∗(p∗2(c) · [Γ ]),

wherep1,p2 are the respective projectionsX×X ′ → X, X ′. This is a morphism of
Hodge structures by Lemma 1. In particular,[Γ ]∗ induces a mapping

(32) [Γ ]∗2,0 : H2,0(X ′)−→H2,0(X).

Denoting byCH0(X)ab the subgroup of zero-cycles homologous to0 and annihilated
by the Albanese map, our 2-cycleΓ also gives rise, by functoriality of the Albanese
maps with respect to correspondences, to a homomorphism

(33) Γ∗ : CH0(X)ab→ CH0(X
′)ab, z 7→ p2∗(p

∗
1z · Γ).

(We refer to [13] for the basic results on functoriality properties of Chow groups and
intersection theory).

CONJECTURE7 (Generalized Bloch conjecture). If[Γ ]∗ = 0 in (32) thenΓ∗ = 0
in (33).

REMARK 8. We point out that this conjecture implies Bloch’s conjecture for
surfaces in its strong form Conjecture 6. TakeX ′ = X andΓ =∆X the diagonal, so that
both maps (32) and (33) are the identity. Sincepg(S) = 0, we have[Γ ]∗2,0 = 0, hence
Conjecture 7 says thatΓ∗ = id acts as zero onCH0(X)ab. It follows thatCH0(X)ab= 0.
On the other hand, the Lefschetz theorem on hyperplane sections shows that ifj : C →֒
X is a smooth ample curve, the mapj∗ : AlbC→ AlbX is surjective. Combining both
statements, we conclude thatj∗ : CH0(C)→ CH0(X) is surjective.
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4.4. Surfaces with trivial CH0

This section is mainly devoted to a study of quintic Godeaux surfaces, and a proof of
the fact that they satisfy the Bloch conjecture. The references are [38, Section 11.1.4]
and [34]. A separate example covers more briefly the case of Barlow’s surface.

Having chosen coordinates onP3, the groupG= Z/5Z of order 5 acts by

(x0,x1,x2,x3) 7→ (x0, x1ζ, x2ζ
2, x3ζ

3),

whereζ = e2πi/5. Choose a polynomialF ∈ H0(P3,O(5)) invariant byζ. If F is
generic, it defines a smooth surfaceS= V(F) on whichG acts without fixed points:

S

G
y
X= S/G

An obvious candidate forS is the Fermat quintic defined by the equation

x50+x
5
1+x

5
2+x

5
3 = 0.

The quotientX= S/G is a smooth surface with ample canonical bundle becauseS has
ample canonical bundle and the action is fixed point free. It is known as the quintic
Godeaux surface (Godeaux was a Belgian mathematician and student of Enriques).
SinceKS = OS(1), it follows that

H0(X,KX) =H
0(S,KS)

G = 0.

Moreover,q(S) = 0 by the Lefschetz hyperplane section theorem, and thus we also
haveq(X) = 0.

THEOREM 16 (Voisin [34]). The surfaceX= S/G hasCH0(X) = Z.

This result was previously known for particular cases, suchas the Fermat surface itself
(Inose–Mizukami [18]). Also Kimura [20] proves it whenX is rationally dominated by
a product of curves (this also works for the Fermat surface).

Proof. We know by [26] thatCH0(X) has no torsion, since AlbX = 0. The statement
of the theorem is thus equivalent (by taking the pullbackq∗ : CH0(X)→ CH0(S) by
the quotient mapq : S→ X, which satisfiesq∗ ◦q∗ = 5IdCH0(X)) to the assertion

CH0(S)
G = Z.

The groupC̃H0(S)G of invariant cycles of degree0 is generated by0-cycles of the
formG[x]−G[y] for pairs of pointsx,y ∈ S, whereG[x] denotes the orbit

∑4
i=0[ζ

ix],
a0-cycle of degree5. So we need to show thatG[x] =G[y] in CH0(S).
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One can check that dimH0(P3,O(5))G = 12, so for any two pointsx,y ∈ S
there is an invariant polynomialF ′ of degree5 that vanishes at bothx andy, and (by
the Bertini theorem) that the curve

C : F= F ′ = 0

is smooth. Letj : C →֒ S be the inclusion. It is sufficient to show that

jG∗ : C̃H0(C)
G −→ CH0(S)

G

is zero, sinceG[x] −G[y] belongs to ImjG∗ for x, y ∈ C. Recall thatC̃H0 = CH00
denotes0-cycles of degree0, so

C̃H0(C) = Jac(C) = Pic0(C).

Now consider the pencil ofG-invariant surfaces{St : t ∈ P1}, where

St = V(F+ tF
′).

One hasH2,0(St)G = 0 since eachSt is defined by aG-invariant polynomial of degree
5, so we have a Hodge substructure

H2(St,Q)G ⊂H2(St,Q)

in which the left-hand side is generated by classes ofG-invariant divisors onSt (of
degree0, because we are dealing with primitive cohomology). This indeed follows
from the fact thatH2,0(St)G = 0 and from the Lefschetz theorem on(1,1)-classes.

It now follows that there exists a branched covering

r : D→ P1,

whered∈D parameterizes pairs(St, Ld) with t= r(d) andLd is aG-invariant degree
0 line bundle onSt, and satisfying the following property. Consider the family p : S→
P1, with fibrep−1(t) = St. The morphism of local systems

R0r∗Q −→ R2p∗Q
G
0

1d 7→ c1(Ld)

is surjective (at least on the Zariski open set where bothr andp are submersive).

As we know that the invariant rational cohomology of degree2 of St is gen-
erated by classes ofG-invariant curves inSt, this is proved using a Hilbert scheme

argument (for curves in fibersSt), together with the fact thatR2p∗Q
G
0 is finitely gen-

erated overQ.

Let jt denote the inclusionC →֒ St, the correspondenced = (St, L) 7→ j∗tL
determines a morphismψ, i.e.

Jac(D)
ψ−→ Jac(C)G

d= (St, L) 7→ j∗tL.

The main point of the proof, for which we refer to [34] or [38, 11.1.4], is the following:
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LEMMA 4 ([38, Lemma 11.17]).ψ(D) generatesJac(C)G as a group modulo
the imagesj∗ti Pic(S̃ti)

G
0 of the Picard groups of the desingularizations of the singular

fibers in the pencil.

To conclude the proof of Theorem 16, recall that we want to show that

j∗ : Jac(C)G −→ CH0(S)

is zero. We know by Lemma 4 that the left-hand side is generated by the image of
Pic(D) in Jac(C)G. Therefore, we must show that every element of the set

{
j∗tL : L ∈ Pic(St)

G
0 = CH1(St)

G
0

}
,

maps to zero in CH0(S). (The subscript0 indicates classes homologous, and therefore
rationally equivalent, to zero inP3.) With reference to the diagram

P3
k←֓ S St

kt→֒ P3

jտ ր jt
C

we have the following equality in the Chow group̃CH0(S) (cf. [13]):

j∗(j
∗
tL) = k

∗(kt∗L).

But the right-hand side is zero becausekt∗L, being homologous to0, vanishes in
CH1(P3). It follows thatj∗(j∗tL) = 0 in CH0(S), which finishes the proof.

The proof above uses an ad hoc argument. The Bloch conjectureis still open
for fakeP2’s, which are also surfaces of general type withq= pg = 0.

EXAMPLE 3 (The Barlow surface). R. Barlow constructed an example of a
simply-connected surface of general type with geometric genus pg = 0 and trivial
Chow group CH0 = Z (see [1, 2]).

Let K = Q(
√
23), and letΓ be the principal congruence-subgroup in the group

SL2(OK), and Γ(2) be the principal congruence-subgroup of level 2. ThenF4 =

OK/2OK is a field of 4 elements, andΓ/Γ(2) ∼= SL2(F4). FactoringSL2(F4) by its
center, we see thatSL2(F4) is the binary icosahedral group, i.e., a central extension

1→ Z/2→ SL2(F4)→A5→ 1.

Let S=H+/Γ , whereH+ is the upper half-plane with respect to the fractional-
linear action ofΓ corresponding to two complex embeddings of the fieldK. ThenS is
called the Hilbert modular surface (cf. Van der Geer’s book [31]), and has a (singular)
compactificationY = Ŝ. The surfaceY has an action of the groupΓ/Γ(2) ∼=A5. One can
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show thatpg(Ỹ) = 4 (whereỸ is the resolution of singularities ofY, easily constructed),
and the canonical mapY→ P3 factors as

Ỹ→ Y→Q→ P3,

whereQ = Y/(σ) andσ is the central element inSL2(F4). Using modular forms, one
can show that the image ofQ in P3 has model inP4 given by the equations

n1 = 0, 4n5−5n2n3 = 0,

whereni =
∑
xi is the Newton’si-th symmetric function of the coordinates inP4.

The symmetry of this equation reflects theA5 action onY andQ.

There is a “twisted” embedding ofD5 into the binary icosahedral group̃A5,
and the factorB= Y/D5 (or its smooth model) is the Barlow surface:

Y
Z/2

����
��

��
�

D5

��
>>

>>
>>

>

Q B

One can show thatpg(B ′) = 0 = π1(B) (a computation of O. Shvartsman.). More
interestingly, one can prove using the same method as Inose and Mizukami that

C̃H0(B) = 0.

Barlow’s proof proceeds as follows. The surfaceB is the quotientB= Y/D5, and thus
C̃H0(B)⊗Q ∼= (C̃H0(Y)⊗Q)D5 [13]; we thus need to study the action ofG=D5 on
C̃H0(Y)⊗Q. There is a natural map

a : Q[G]→ EndC̃H0(Y)Q,

and the vanishing of̃CH0(B)Q is clearly equivalent to the statementa(z(G)) = 0,
wherez(G) =

∑
g∈Gg. By studying the ideal generated byz(D5) in Q[G], Barlow

proves that there are two other subgroupsG1 andG2 in the groupΓ/Γ(2) acting on
Y such that the ideal generated byz(G) is contained in the ideals generated by the
elementsz(G1) andz(G2). But then the surfacesY/G1 andY/G2 are special (not of
general type), and the Chow groups can be computed in a straightforward way, and
turn out to be trivial.

5. Further topics

Let us summarize material from the last two sections, beforeintroducing some more
advanced research material.

The generalized Hodge conjecture (Conjecture 4).This states that, given a Hodge
substructureL of Hk(X,Q) of coniveaur, it is supported on some closed algebraic set
of codimension at leastr (meaning the classes vanish onX\Y).
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Projective hypersurfaces.Given a hypersurfaceX of degreed in Pn, the Hodge struc-
tureL = Hn−1(X)0 has coniveau1 if and only if X is a Fano hypersurface. We gave
two proofs of the generalized Hodge conjecture. One using lines as in Subsection 3.3.
The second using Theorem 13 saying that anyX with CH0(X) = Z hashk,0 = 0 for
k > 0, and satisfies the generalized Hodge conjecture in coniveau1.

The Bloch conjecture.This states conversely thatHk,0 = 0 for all k > 0 implies that
CH0(X) =Z. We focussed on surfaces, giving a proof for any quintic Godeaux surface.

In Section 5.1, we shall give an alternative approach to the Bloch conjecture for
surfaces, which works for surfaces withpg = q = 0 that are rationally dominated by
curves. We shall begin by stating the nilpotence conjecturethat says that correspon-
dences inX×X homologous to zero are nilpotent for the composition of correspon-
dences in CH(X×X)Q.

We shall prove the nilpotence conjecture for cycles algebraically equivalent to
zero. We discuss a kind of converse to the Mumford theorem, relying on validity of the
generalized Hodge conjecture for coniveau1 and the nilpotence conjecture.

Section 5.3 will be devoted to explaining a strategy to attack the generalized
Hodge conjecture for coniveau2 hypersurfaces, which is a wide-open problem.

5.1. Nilpotence conjecture and Kimura’s theorem

Let X be smooth projective, andΓ ⊂ X×X a correspondence. Given a second such
“self” correspondenceΓ ′, we can construct the compositionΓ ′ ◦ Γ using the diagram

X×Xxp13
X×X×X

p12 p23ւ ց
X×X X×X

to set
Γ ′ ◦ Γ := (p13)∗

(
p∗12Γ ·p∗23Γ ′

)
.

It is a fact that
(Γ ′ ◦ Γ)∗ = Γ ′∗ ◦ Γ∗,

as maps CH(X)→ CH(X).

The following essential conjecture is proved by Kimura to bea consequence of
his “finite dimensionality conjecture”, and remains open.

CONJECTURE8 (Nilpotence conjecture). Suppose thatΓ ∈ CH(X×X) is ho-
mologous to zero. Then there exists a positive integerN such thatΓ ◦N = 0 in the group
CH(X×X)Q.

The following result is proved independently by Voevodsky and Voisin.
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THEOREM 17 (See [32, 35]).The nilpotence conjectureis known to hold for
cycles algebraically equivalent to0.

Proof. Let Γ ∈ CHd(X×X), d = dimX, be algebraically equivalent to zero. This
means that there is a curveC that we may assume to be smooth, a zero cyclez in
CH0(C) homologous to0, and a correspondenceZ ∈ CHd(C×X×X) such that

Γ = Z∗(z) in CHd(X×X).

For any integerk, we can construct a correspondenceZk ∈ CHd(Ck×X×X) using
the composition of the cyclesZt, t ∈ C. Namely, we defineZk by the formula

Zk(t1, . . . , tk) = Z(t1)◦ . . .◦Z(tk), t1, . . . , tk ∈ C.

By definition, we get
Γ ◦k = Zk∗(z

k),

where the productzk ∈ CH0(Ck) is defined as pr∗1z · . . . ·pr∗kz.

The proof concludes with the following easy fact (see [38, Lemma 11.33]):

LEMMA 5. For a zero cyclez homologous to0 on a smooth curveC, the cycle
zk vanishes inCH0(Ck) for k large enough.

Returning to the general case, Kimura established the following result.

THEOREM 18 (Kimura’s theorem).If X is dominated by a product of curves
thenX satisfies Conjecture 8.

The proof of this theorem is rather tricky, and would be out ofplace in here. We refer
the reader to [20]. IfX is a surface, it is in fact sufficient thatX berationally dominated
by the product of two curves to conclude the validity of Conjecture 8.

We prove next the following beautiful application:

THEOREM 19. Conjecture 8 implies Bloch’s Conjecture 5 for surfaces with
pg = q = 0. In particular, Bloch’s conjecture is valid for surfaces with pg = q = 0

that are rationally dominated by curves.

Proof. By Lefchetz’s theorem, sincepg = 0, we know that

H2(X, Z) = 〈[Ci]〉

is generated by classes of curves. Sinceq = 0, the Künneth decomposition of the
diagonal takes the following simple form:

[∆] ∈ (H0⊗H4) ⊕ (H2⊗H2) ⊕ (H4⊗H0),
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and asH2(X,Q) is generated by the classes[Ci], we may write

[∆X] = [X× {x}] +
∑

nij[Ci×Cj] + [{x}×X].(34)

Consider the cycle

Γ = ∆X−(X× {x})−
∑

nijCi×Cj−({x}×X)

that is a linear combination ofalgebraiccycles. Then by (34),[Γ ] = 0. The nilpotence
conjecture implies that there is a positive integerN such thatΓ ◦N = 0 in CH2(X×X)Q.
Hence,

(Γ∗)
◦N = (Γ ◦N)∗ : CH0(X)Q→ CH0(X)Q

is zero. ButΓ∗ acts as the identity on the group̃CH0(X) of cycles of degree0, since∆X
acts as the identity, but other terms act trivially. (For example,γ= X× {x} acts trivially
on C̃H0(X) becauseγ∗(z) = (degz)x.) ThusC̃H0(X) = 0.

REMARK 9. Looking more closely at the proof and introducing Murre–Chow’s
Künneth decomposition [23], one sees that the proof above would show as well that
Conjecture 8 implies Bloch’s conjecture 6 for surfaces withpg = 0.

5.2. A converse to Mumford’s theorem

The next theorem provides a converse to the generalized Mumford Theorem 12, under
the generalized Hodge conjecture and the nilpotence conjecture:

THEOREM20. LetX be a smooth projective variety withhk,0(X) = 0 for k> 0.
Assume that:

(i) The generalized Hodge conjecture holds forX in coniveau1.

(ii) The Hodge conjecture is true forY×X with dimY < dimX.

(iii) X satisfies the nilpotence conjecture.

ThenCH0(X) = Z.

The list of hypotheses may seem over the top, but this is the natural generalization of
Theorem 19.

Proof. Here is a sketch. We work again with the diagonal∆X ⊂ X×X and its cycle
class

[∆X] ∈ (H0(X,Q)⊗H2n(X,Q))⊕·· ·
We have

[∆X] = [X× {x}] mod
⊕

k>0

Hk⊗H2n−k.

The generalized Hodge conjecture implies that there existY of codimension1 and a
resolutioñi : Ỹ→ Y→ X, so that

ĩ∗ : H
k−2(Ỹ)−→Hk(X).
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is surjective, as previously explained. Hence

[∆X \ (X× {x}] ∈ Im
(
(̃i, id)∗ : H

2n−2(Ỹ×X)→H2n(X×X)
)
.

On the right we have a Gysin map and thus a morphism of Hodge structures.

Semisimplicity gives an orthogonal decomposition of Hodgestructures in the
spaceH2n−2(Ỹ×X), and this implies that

[∆X−(X× {x})] = ( ĩ, id)∗β,(35)

whereβ is a Hodge class oñY×X. We now finish the argument as before: the Hodge
conjecture oñY×X implies thatβ equals a class[Z] with Z a cycle inỸ×X. Put

Γ = ∆X−(X× {x})− (̃i, id)∗Z,

so that[Γ ] = 0 by (35). It follows thatΓ∗ is nilpotent, yetΓ∗ acts as the identity on
C̃H0(X), sinceZ∗ is zero onCH0(X) (asZ⊂ Y×X with Y  X) and forz ∈CH0(X),
(X× {x})∗(z) = (degz)x in CH0(X). Therefore CH0(X) = Z.

5.3. Coniveau2 hypersurfaces

This concluding lecture follows closely [40]. The generalized Hodge conjecture for
smooth complex projective varietiesX has been already stated as Conjecture 4. Given
a Hodge substructureL ⊂ Hk(X,Q) of coniveaur, there should be a codimensionr
closed algebraic subsetY ⊂ X such thatL vanishes under restriction toX\Y. There is
the following more precise formulation, which is equivalent if one knows the Lefschetz
standard conjecture:

CONJECTURE9. Given a Hodge substructureL ⊂ Hk(X,Q) of coniveaur,
there should exist a smooth projective varietyZ of dimensionn−2r, wheren= dimX,
and a cycleΓ ⊂ Z×X of dimensionn− r, such that the image of the morphism of
Hodge structures

Γ∗ :H
k−2r(Z,Q)→Hk(X,Q)(36)

containsL.

This formulation is interesting as it shows that solving thegeneralized Hodge conjec-
ture for coniveaur Hodge substructures has to do with the study ofr-cycles onX.

The precise relationship between Conjectures 9 and 4 is as follows: Conjecture
9 clearly implies Conjecture 4, since the image ofΓ∗ in (36) is supported on pr2(SuppΓ)
which has dimension6 n− r. In the other direction, assume Conjecture 4 holds for
L. As we saw there, there is then a smooth projective varietyỸ of dimensionn−

r, and a morphismj : Ỹ → X, such thatL is contained in Im(j∗ : Hk−2r(Ỹ,Q) →
Hk(X,Q)). The Lefschetz standard conjecture forỸ implies now that there exists a
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smooth projective varietyZ of dimensionn−2r, and a cycleΓ ⊂ Z×Y of dimension
n− r, such that the morphism of Hodge structures

Γ∗ :H
k−2r(Z,Q)→Hk−2r(Y,Q)(37)

is surjective. The cycle(Id, j)(Γ)⊂Z×X then satisfies the conclusion of Conjecture 9.

We consider now coniveau2 hypersurfacesX of degreed in Pn. The Griffiths
condition (Theorem 9) isn > 2d. In view of the above reasoning, it is tempting to
solve the generalized Hodge conjecture for them by constructing interesting2-cycles.
If we look at the first proof we gave for coniveau1 (which involved lines inX), it is
even tempting to look at planes contained inX. This however does not work at all, by
a simple dimension count which shows that a general hypersurface of degreed in Pn

contains a plane only if3(n−2)> (d+1)(d+2)
2 . As the right hand side is quadratic in

d, this certainly does not help to deal with the general situationn> 2d. Note however
that in the range

3(n−2)−(n−5)>
(d+1)(d+2)

2
,

planes inX sweep out a codimension2 subvariety ofX, and one can use them to
conclude that the generalized Hodge conjecture holds for coniveau2, and also to prove
thatCH1(X)Q =Q (cf. [24], [38, 9.3.4]).

The paper [40] proposes an alternative way to attack the generalized Hodge
conjecture for coniveau2 hypersurfaces, and shows that it would be a consequence of
Conjecture 10 concerning cones of effective cycles.

5.4. Big classes

Let Y be a smooth projective variety. For anyk 6 dimY, one can consider the real
vector spaceA2k(Y) ⊂ H2k(Y, R) generated by classes of algebraic cycles of codi-
mensionk. It contains a convex cone Eff2k(Y) which is the convex cone generated by
classes of effective cycles

∑
iniZi, with ni > 0.

DEFINITION 8. A codimensionk cycle class[Z] ∈A2k(Y) is said to bebig if it
belongs to the interior of the effective coneEff2k(Y).

Let nowZ ⊂ Y be a smooth subvariety of codimensionk. We will say thatZ
is very movableif the following holds: for a generic pointy ∈ Y and a generic vector
subspaceW ⊂ TY,y of codimensionk, there is a deformationZ ′ of Z in Y which passes
throughy with tangent spaceTZ ′,y =W. The following conjecture is formulated in
[40]:

CONJECTURE10. The class[Z] ∈A2k(Y) of a very movable subvarietyZ⊂ Y
is big.
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5.5. Application to coniveau2 hypersurfaces

LetX⊂ Pn be a generic smooth degreed hypersurface. For a generic polynomialg ∈
H0(X,OX(n−d−1)), we get a smooth hypersurfaceXg ⊂ X, and the corresponding
subvariety of linesFg ⊂ F, whereFg ⊂ Grass(2,n+1) is the variety of lines contained
in Xg andF ⊂ Grass(2,n+1) is the variety of lines contained inX. We have dimF =
2n−d−3 and dimFg=n−3. The class[Fg]∈A(n−d)(F) is easy to compute as this is
cn−d(S

n−d−1E), whereE is the (restriction toF of the) rank2 bundle on Grass(2,n+
1) with fiberH0(O∆(1)) over the point parameterizing the line∆. This however does
not tell us whether this class is big or not, since the classcn−d(S

n−d−1E) is not big
on the Grassmannian.

Recall the incidence diagram

P
q

//

p

��

X

F

(38)

inducing forn> d the injective morphism of Hodge structures

p∗ ◦q∗ :Hn−1(X,Q)0→Hn−3(F,Q).

LEMMA 6. (i) For anyα ∈ Hn−1(X,Q)0, η := p∗ ◦q∗α satisfiesη|Fg = 0 in

Hn−3(Fg,Q).
(ii) For anyα ∈ Hn−1(X,Q)0, η := p∗ ◦q∗α is primitive with respect to the Plücker
polarization.

Proof. Indeed, consider the incidence diagram forXg:

Pg
qg

//

pg

��

Xg

Fg

(39)

One immediately concludes thatη|Fg = pg ∗ ◦q∗g(α|Xg). On the other hand,α being
primitive, it vanishes under restriction toXg. This proves (i).

Statement (ii) is proved in [29].

The main observation made in [40] concerning the geometry ofFg ⊂ F is the
following:

PROPOSITION4. Assume thatn > 2d. Then the subvarietiesFg ⊂ F are very
movable.

We prove now the following:
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THEOREM21. Assumen> 2d and Conjecture 10 is satisfied byFg ⊂ F, that is
the class[Fg] is big. Then the generalized Hodge conjecture for coniveau2 is satisfied
by coniveau> 2 hypersurfaces, that is, their primitive cohomology vanishes away from
a codimension2 closed algebraic subset.

Proof. By assumption[Fg] is big, which is equivalent to the fact that it can be written

[FG] =ml
n−d+[E],(40)

wherem>0 andE=
∑
imiEi, withmi>0 (m andmi are real numbers). By Lemma

6, for α ∈ Hn−1(X)prim, η = p∗q∗α ∈ Hn−3(F) is primitive with respect tol and
furthermore vanishes onFG, with dimFG =n−3. Let us assume thatα∈Hp,q(X)prim

and integrate(−1)
k(k−1)
2 ip−qη∪η, k= p+q−2=n−3, over both sides in (40). We

thus get

0=m

∫

F

(−1)
k(k−1)
2 ip−qln−

∑
idi ∪η∪η+

∫

E

(−1)
k(k−1)
2 ip−qη∪η.

Asη is primitive, and non-zero ifα is non-zero, by the second Hodge–Riemann bilinear

relations (cf. [36, 6.3.2]), we have
∫
F(−1)

k(k−1)
2 ip−qln−

∑
idi ∪ η∪ η > 0. It thus

follows that ∫

E

(−1)
k(k−1)
2 ip−qη∪η < 0.

Let Ẽ = ⊔Ẽj be a desingularization of the support ofE =
∑
jmjEj, mj > 0. We thus

have
∑
jmj
∫
Ẽj
(−1)

k(k−1)
2 ip−qη∪η < 0, and it follows that there exists at least one

Ej such that

∫

Ẽj

(−1)
k(k−1)
2 ip−qη∪η < 0.(41)

By the second Hodge–Riemann bilinear relations, the inequality (41) implies thatη
|Ẽj

is not primitive with respect to any polarization, whereẼj is a desingularization ofEj.
In particular,η|Hj 6= 0, whereHj is an ample divisor oñEj.

In conclusion, we have proved that the composed map

Hn−r(X)prim
p∗q∗→ Hn−r−2(F)→

⊕
Hn−r−2(Hj)

is injective, where the second map is given by restriction. If we dualize this injectiv-
ity result using Poincaré duality, we conclude thatHn−1(X,Q)prim is supported on
then− 3-dimensional variety∪jq(Pj), wherePj→ Hj is the restriction toHj of the
tautologicalP1-bundle onF. The result is proved.
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